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DRONE BOX 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a divisional of U.S. application 
Ser . No. 15 / 752,901 , filed on Feb. 15 , 2018 , which is a 
national stage entry of PCT Application . No. PCT / IB2016 / 
054916 , filed Aug. 17 , 2016 , which claims the benefit of 
Singapore Patent No. 10201506475R , filed Aug. 17 , 2015 , 
PCT Application No. PCT / IB2016 / 050783 , filed Feb. 15 , 
2016 , and PCT Application No. PCT / IB2016 / 052624 , filed 
May 9 , 2016 , the disclosures of which are hereby incorpo 
rated by reference herein in their entireties . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0002 ] The application relates to an enclosure apparatus 
for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) . 

SUMMARY 

[ 0003 ] The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) refers to an 
aircraft without a human pilot aboard . The UAV is also 
called a drone . The UAV can have an onboard computer for 
controlling its flight . Alternatively , a pilot , who is placed on 
the ground or in another vehicle , can remotely control the 
flight of the UAV . The UAV is often used in situations where 
manned flight is considered too risky or difficult . 
[ 0004 ] It is an object of this application to provide an 
improved enclosure apparatus for an Umanned Aerial 
Vehicle ( UAV ) . The Umanned Aerial Vehicle is also called 
in an Unmanned Air Vehicle . 
[ 0005 ] Disclosed is a storage unit for an Umanned Aerial 
Vehicle ( UAV ) comprising a container for enclosing the 
UAV ; a moveable UAV landing platform ; and a UAV 
alignment unit configured to push the UAV on the movable 
UAV landing platform to a predetermined landing area of the 
moveable UAV landing platform . 
[ 0006 ] Also disclosed is a method of operating a storage 
unit for an Umanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the method 
comprising providing the storage unit comprising a con 
tainer for enclosing the UAV , a moveable UAV landing 
platform , and a UAV alignment unit ; landing the UAV on the 
UAV landing platform ; and moving the UAV on the UAV 
landing platform with the UAV alignment unit to a prede 
termined landing area of the UAV landing platform . 
[ 0007 ] The application provides an improved protection 
storage device to contain a stationary UAV . The storage 
device is also designed to charge electrically a battery of the 
UAV , to gather data about environment of the UAV using 
sensors , and to serve as a data communications hub . 
[ 0008 ] The device can be powered by an electric power 
supply grid , or by batteries , which are electrically charged 
using solar cells , wind generators , stand - alone petrol , diesel , 
natural gas , bio - mass fueled gen - sets , and / or fuel cells . The 
electric power supply grid acts a channel to transmit elec 
tricity from an electric power plant . 
[ 0009 ] The application also provides an improved air 
vehicle module with an electrical utility cable . 
[ 0010 ] This air vehicle module includes an Unmanned Air 
Vehicle ( UAV ) , a UAV storage unit , a UAV tethering assem 
bly , and a controller . 
[ 0011 ] The UAV tethering assembly is attached to the 
UAV and to the storage unit for transferring electrical energy 
from the storage unit to the UAV . 

[ 0012 ] When the UAV is not in use , it is placed in the UAV 
storage unit for protecting the UAV against the surrounding 
weather and against animals or unauthorized persons from 
accessing the UAV . 
[ 0013 ] The UAV acts as an aircraft without a human pilot 
being located aboard the UAV . The UAV can be guided or be 
directed remotely by a user . Alternatively , the UAV can be 
guided by a computer , which is provided onboard the UAV . 
[ 0014 ] The controller acts to manage or direct parts of the 
air vehicle module . 
[ 0015 ] In detail , the storage unit includes a container and 
a storage unit electrical power source . The container is used 
for receiving and storing the UAV in order to protect the 
UAV . The storage unit electrical power source can then 
electrically charge the electrical power source of the UAV . In 
other words , the storage unit electrical power source pro 
vides electrical energy to the electrical power source of the 
UAV . 
[ 0016 ] Referring to the tethering assembly , it includes a 
spool with a spool rotational sensor , a spool motor , and an 
electrical utility cable with a cable force sensor . 
[ 0017 ] The electrical utility cable includes a power supply 
electrical wire being electrically connected to the storage 
unit electrical power source and to the air vehicle electrical 
power source in order to transfer electrical energy from the 
storage unit electrical power source to the air vehicle elec 
trical power source . 
[ 0018 ] The spool motor can selectively rotate the spool in 
one direction in order to unwind a part of the electrical utility 
cable around the spool . In other words , the rotation causes 
a part of the electrical utility cable to be released from the 
spool . 
[ 0019 ] The spool rotational sensor measures the number of 
rotation of the spool and it sends out the rotational data of 
the spool to the controller . 
[ 0020 ] The UAV includes one or more propellers and an 
air vehicle electrical power source . The air vehicle electrical 
power source provides electrical energy to the propellers . 
The energized propellers then move the UAV vertically 
and / or horizontally . 
[ 0021 ] The UAV is often provided with one or more rotary 
wings , although it can also be provided with one or more 
fixed wings or with one or more hybrid wings . The hybrid 
wings comprise both rotary and fixed wings . 
[ 0022 ] The released cable allows the UAV to be placed 
within a predetermined distance from the storage unit in 
which the predetermined distance is not more than the length 
of the released cable . 
[ 0023 ] The cable force sensor is attached to the UAV and 
it is adapted for bearing and supporting the weight of the 
released part of the electrical utility cable . The cable force 
sensor also measures a force or strain being exerted by the 
released part onto the cable force sensor . This force includes 
the weight of the released part as well as any wind and air 
resistance force , which are exerted onto the released part . 
[ 0024 ] The spool motor can also selectively rotate the 
spool in another direction in order to wind a part of the 
electrical utility cable around the spool . In other words , this 
rotation causes a part of the electrical utility cable to be 
wrapped around the spool . This rotation is used for taking up 
a part of the electrical utility cable such that the released part 
of the electrical utility cable is not too loose . 
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[ 0025 ] Referring to the controller , it is adapted for receiv 
ing the force measurement from the cable force sensor and 
for receiving the spool rotational data from the spool rota 
tional sensor . 
[ 0026 ] The controller then energizes the spool motor for 
rotating the spool according to the received force measure 
ment and to the received spool rotational data such that the 
released part of the electrical utility cable is essentially 
straight . In effect , the released part of the electrical utility 
cable is only a bit loose . 
[ 0027 ] The air vehicle module provided benefits . 
[ 0028 ] The electrical utility cable advantageously allows 
the air vehicle electrical power source to receive electrical 
energy from the storage unit electrical power source . Since 
the storage unit electrical power source can store more 
electrical energy than the air vehicle electrical power source , 
this means enables the UAV to carry a heavier load and / or 
to fly longer . 
[ 0029 ] The tethering assembly also advantageously 
enables the released part of the electrical utility cable is 
essentially straight , just a bit loose . In other words , the 
released part is not too loose , thereby causing the UAV to 
bear excessive heavy weight of the released part . The 
released part is just taut , without restricting the UAV for 
travelling its desired flight path . 
[ 0030 ] The UAV storage unit can also include communi 
cation and coordination unit for communicating with storage 
units of other air vehicle modules and with other Unmanned 
Air Vehicles . 
[ 0031 ] The container can include a movable cover , which 
can be opened for allowing the UAV to ingress into the 
container and to egress from the container and be closed for 
protecting the UAV . The movable cover is often provided in 
the form of a sliding door for easy implementation . 
[ 0032 ] The movable cover can be adapted for rotating 
about a hinge . Snow , sand , rain , or dust can collect over the 
cover . The movable cover allows these contaminations to be 
removed when the cover opens . 
[ 0033 ] The electrical utility cable can include a sensor 
electrical wire for transferring the force measurement from 
the cable force sensor to the controller . 
[ 0034 ] The electrical utility cable can include a layer of 
metal for enclosing and protecting the power supply elec 
trical wire . The metal can include steel or aluminum mate 
rial . 
[ 0035 ] The sensor electrical wire and the power supply 
electrical wire are often enclosed in shielding tube for 
protecting these wires . 
[ 0036 ] Alternatively , the UAV can include a wireless 
transmitter for sending the force measurement wirelessly 
from the cable force sensor to the controller . 
[ 0037 ] The storage unit electrical power source can 
include a power inlet for receiving electrical energy from a 
land vehicle power supply . A land vehicle is often used to 
transport the UAV storage unit according to a missile 
requirement of the UAV storage unit . The power supply of 
the land vehicle , which is readily available and which often 
provide a large amount of electrical energy , can then provide 
electrical energy to the power supply of the UAV storage 
unit . 
[ 0038 ] The tethering assembly can include a bracket for 
supporting the spool and any part of the electrical utility 
cable that is wound around the spool . One or more bracket 
force sensors can be provided for connecting the bracket to 

a support area of the UAV storage unit . The bracket force 
sensors are adapted for providing a measurement of a force 
or strain being exerted by the bracket onto the support area . 
[ 0039 ] The controller is then further adapted for energiz 
ing the spool motor to rotate the spool according to the 
measurement from the bracket force sensor of the tethering 
assembly . 
[ 0040 ] The application also provides a further improved 
air vehicle module with an improved UAV guidance unit . 
[ 0041 ] The air vehicle module includes an Unmanned Air 
Vehicle and a storage unit for protecting the UAV . 
[ 0042 ] Referring to the storage unit , it includes a UAV 
container with a moveable landing platform and a landing 
beacon unit . The beacon unit generates visible and / or invis 
ible light rays that allows the UAV to land accurately . 
[ 0043 ] The UAV container is provided for receiving and 
storing the UAV . 
[ 0044 ] The moveable landing platform can be placed in a 
landing position and in a storing position . The landing 
position is often provided above the storing position . 
[ 0045 ] In the landing position , the landing platform is 
placed at a position that allows the UAV to land and to 
take - off easily . The UAV usually lands and takes off in the 
vertical direction . In the storing position , the landing plat 
form with the UAV is positioned inside the container to 
allow enclosure of the UAV . 
[ 0046 ] The landing beacon unit includes a visible light ray 
source and an infrared light ray source . The visible light ray 
source provides at least one visible light ray for indicating 
the location of the landing platform . Similarly , the infrared 
light ray source provides at least one infrared light ray for 
indicating the location of the landing platform . 
[ 0047 ] Referring to the UAV , it includes a visible light ray 
camera and an infrared light ray camera . 
[ 0048 ] The visible light ray camera is intended for receiv 
ing the visible light ray . The received visible light ray is used 
for guiding the UAV to the landing platform . Similarly , the 
infrared light ray camera is intended for receiving the 
infrared light ray . The received infrared light ray is used for 
guiding the UAV to the landing platform . 
[ 0049 ] The different types of light rays are used advanta 
geously in different situations . In the event of rain , which 
can block the infrared light rays and cause difficulty in 
detection of the infrared light rays , the visible light rays are 
used for guiding the UAV to the landing platform . In the 
event of strong sunshine , which causes difficulty in detection 
of the visible lights , the infrared light rays are used for 
guiding the UAV to the landing platform . 
[ 0050 ] The landing beacon unit often includes a visible 
light cover plate , which comprises opaque areas and trans 
parent areas , for selectively blocking the visible light rays 
from the visible light ray source . This is done such that the 
visible light rays , which travel through the visible light cover 
plate , form a first predetermined guidance pattern . The 
predetermined guidance pattern allows the visible light 
camera to detect easily the visible light rays . 
[ 0051 ] Similarly , the landing beacon unit can also include 
an infrared cover plate , which comprises opaque areas and 
transparent areas , for selectively blocking the infrared light 
rays from the infrared light ray source . This is done such that 
the infrared light rays , which travel through the infrared light 
cover plate , form a second predetermined guidance pattern . 
The predetermined guidance pattern allows the infrared light 
camera to detect easily the infrared light rays . 
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[ 0070 ] In practice , contaminations , such as snow , rain , 
dust , and sand can affect the operation of the storage unit . 
These images serve to inform a user of the contaminations 
and to respond accordingly . 
[ 0071 ] The application also provides an improved air 
vehicle module with a set of weed killer sprayers . 
[ 0072 ] The air vehicle module includes an Unmanned Air 
Vehicle , a storage unit that comprises a container for storing 
the UAV , and a set of weed killer sprayers for preventing of 
bushes around the storage unit . 
[ 0073 ] Bushes and small trees may grow around the 
storage unit and affect the operation of the UAV . Prevention 
of the growth of bushes and small trees is thus important , 
especially when the air vehicle module is located in a remote 
area . 

[ 0052 ] The visible light ray source can be adapted to 
generate one or more laser light rays with a visible light 
wavelength . The laser light rays have essentially one wave 
length . The laser visible light rays are also coherent in that 
they have essentially no phase shift with respect to each 
other . 
[ 0053 ] Likewise , the infrared light ray source is adapted to 
generate one or more laser light rays with an infrared light 
wavelength . 
[ 0054 ] The laser lights have an advantage in that they can 
be focused or be concentrated easily on one area for easier 
penetration of haze . 
[ 0055 ] The air vehicle module can also include commu 
nication and coordination unit for communicating with 
storage units of other air vehicle modules and with other 
Unmanned Air Vehicles . 
[ 0056 ] The application also provides an improved air 
vehicle module with a UAV alignment unit . 
[ 0057 ] The application also provides an improved air 
vehicle module that includes an Unmanned Air Vehicle , and 
a storage unit . 
[ 0058 ] The storage unit includes a container for storing the 
UAV and a moveable landing platform , and a UAV align 
ment unit . 
[ 0059 ] The moveable landing platform provides a landing 
position and a storing position . 
[ 0060 ] In the landing position , the landing platform is 
positioned for the UAV to land and take - off . 
[ 0061 ] In the storing position , the UAV and the landing 
platform are positioned inside the container . 
[ 0062 ] The UAV alignment unit is adapted for pushing the 
UAV , which has landed on the landing platform , to a landing 
area of the moveable landing platform . 
[ 0063 ] In practice , the UAV may not land on the landing 
area because of wind or other factors . When this happens , it 
may affect other operations of the storage unit , especially 
closing of its cover . The UAV alignment unit advanta 
geously acts to place the UAV on the landing area . 
[ 0064 ] The UAV alignment unit can include a positional 
detector for determining the position of the UAV , which has 
landed on the landing platform , using a weight sensor . The 
determined position of the UAV can be used advantageously 
to activate the UAV alignment unit . 
[ 0065 ] The UAV alignment unit can include at least one of 
a group consisting of a plurality of plates for pushing the 
UAV to the landing area , at least two fixed inclined walls for 
guiding the UAV to the landing area , and at least two 
movable inclined walls for guiding the UAV to the landing 
area . These provide different means of aligning the UAV . 
[ 0066 ] The application also provides an improved air 
vehicle module with a set of surveillance contamination 

[ 0074 ] The application also provides an improved an air 
vehicle module with an animal electric fence . 
[ 0075 ] The air vehicle module includes an Unmanned Air 
Vehicle , a storage unit that comprises a container for storing 
the UAV , and an electric fence being provided around the 
storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals from 
accessing the storage unit . The electric fence provides an 
electric shock to any animal trying to access the storage unit , 
thereby deterring the animal for accessing the storage unit . 
This important , especially the air vehicle module is 
unmanned and is located in remote area . 
[ 0076 ] The application also provides the Internet of things 
using at least one of the above air vehicle modules . 
[ 0077 ] Each object includes a sensor and a communication 
device for receiving data from other objects , receiving data 
for the sensor , and sending the data to the other objects for 
forwarding the data to a server computer . One of the above 
air vehicle module acts as one of the object . 
[ 0078 ] The application also provides an Internet of Drones 
using a drone box . The drone box is provided by a UAV 
assembly , which is described in this application . 
[ 0079 ] The drone box provides a smart drone nesting 
solution that automates professional drone operations in 
numerous industrial applications . 
[ 0080 ] The drone box also provides a grid - independent 
drone battery charging system to remove need for travelling 
to remote areas . 
[ 0081 ] Furthermore , the drone box provides networked 
and movable surveillance and inspection sensor systems to 
broaden applications of the Internet of Things . 
[ 0082 ] The Internet of Things refers to a network of 
physical objects , such as devices , vehicles , buildings , and 
other items , which are embedded with electronics , software , 
sensors , and network connectivity for enabling these objects 
to collect and exchange data . The Internet of Things allows 
the objects to be sensed and controlled remotely across 
existing network infrastructure , creating opportunities for 
more direct integration of the physical world into computer 
based systems , and resulting in improved efficiency , accu 
racy , and economic benefit . 
[ 0083 ] When the Internet of Things is augmented with 
sensors and actuators , the technology becomes an instance 
of the more general class of cyber - physical systems , which 
also encompasses technologies , such as smart grids , smart 
homes , intelligent transportation , and smart cities . Each 
thing is uniquely identifiable through its embedded comput 
ing system but is able to interoperate within the existing 
Internet infrastructure . 

cameras . 

[ 0067 ] The improved air vehicle module includes an 
Unmanned Air Vehicle and a storage unit that comprises a 
container for storing the UAV . 
[ 0068 ] The air vehicle module also includes an external 
contamination camera being directed for taking external 
images of the storage unit with an internal contamination 
camera being directed for taking internal images of the 
storage unit . 
[ 0069 ] The external images and the internal images are 
intended for sending to a user for monitoring contaminations 
of the storage unit . 
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[ 0084 ] The drone box acts a system for converging pro 
fessional droneenabled service activities with the Industrial 
Internet of Things . 
[ 0085 ] The drone box is an all - inclusive , self - powered 
system that can be deployed anywhere , including in remote 
areas where industrial assets , borders , or sensitive installa 
tions require constant monitoring . Designed as an evolution 
over unattended sensors and closed circuit television 
( CCTV ) cameras , which are installed in cities , borders , or 
large industrial estates , the drone box provides sensors 
freedom of movement using drones as their vehicles for 
moving the sensors . End - users can deploy flying sensor 
systems at different locations , and measure just about any 
thing , anywhere , and anytime . They offer 24/7 reactivity or 
response , providing critical information to operators even 
to those located thousands of miles away . 
[ 0086 ] The drone box provides scalability for drone ser 
vice operators . Such service providers use professional 
drones to provide their customers with detailed aerial land 
surveys in mining or agriculture , perform infrastructure 
inspections , or monitor the progress of construction sites . 
However , some remote locations need regular or prolonged 
visits , which increase travel costs and risks to drone service 
providers . From an end - user perspective , despite providing 
powerful new insights within an industrial context , the 
mass - adoption of professional UAVs is slowed by the spe 
cial skills required to operate them . Conversely , by pre 
deploying the drone box systems at the right locations , travel 
to remote areas is no longer required , charging or handling 
drone batteries is eliminated , and sensor data is simply sent 
through a network for easy access and processing . 
[ 0087 ] The drone boxes can be installed anywhere so that 
its drones can perform pre - programmed scheduled routines , 
deploy on demand , or be woken up by other drones or 
sensors as part of a much wider network of things ” . As a 
network , the drone box can increase their effectiveness and 
mission times using collaborative technologies . Such 
deployments could offer first responder support in crisis 
events before sending humans into dangerous environments , 
such as nuclear power plant meltdowns , chemical spills , or 
natural disasters . 
[ 0088 ] The drone box can charge drone batteries automati 
cally within its shelter system . Off - grid electric power is 
provided primarily by a solar - battery installation . For more 
advanced requirements , system capabilities can be extended 
using a box with an accessory that provides more advanced 
communications and hosts a small back - up fuel cell system 
for year - long availability in mission critical locations . 
[ 0089 ] The use of mobile sensors hosted in networked the 
drone boxes could revolutionize precision agriculture , bor 
der and perimeter security , wildlife protection , critical infra 
structure maintenance , telecom tower and wind turbine 
maintenance , oil & gas asset inspection , building and facili 
ties management , just to name a few . 
[ 0090 ] The application also provides an Unmanned Air 
Vehicle ( UAV ) storage unit . 
[ 0091 ] The UAV storage unit comprises a plurality of 
UAV storage modules . The UAV storage modules are 
adapted for receiving UAVs and for storing the received 
UAVs . The UAV storage modules that are stacked vertically 
for providing the UAV storage unit with a small footprint , 
thereby allowing the UAV storage unit to be deployed at a 
site with a small space . 

[ 0092 ] Each UAV storage module includes a container , a 
movable UAV landing platform , and an extension and 
retraction mechanism . 
[ 0093 ] In detail , the container is adapted for receiving and 
storing a vertical take - off and landing UAV with propellers 
or rotors . The rotors can be energized for providing a 
downward thrust in order to move the UAV . 
[ 0094 ] The extension and retraction mechanism is adapted 
for moving the UAV landing platform between a landing 
position and a storing position . 
[ 0095 ] In the landing position , the UAV landing platform 
is positioned outside the container . 
[ 0096 ] The UAV landing platform is adapted for essen 
tially not blocking the downward thrust of the UAV . The 
landing platform has openings for allowing an airflow of a 
downward thrust of a landing UAV to pass through the 
landing platform , wherein the landing platform does not 
interfere with the downward thrust . Similarly , the landing 
platform does not interfere with the downward thrust when 
the UAV is taking off from the landing platform . 
[ 0097 ] The landing platform is also placed higher than a 
predetermined in - ground - effect height . A UAV , which is 
landing and is moving downward towards the UAV landing 
platform , is thus placed above the predetermined in - ground 
effect height . At this height , the airflow of the downward 
thrust of the UAV is directed towards the ground , wherein 
the ground does not interfere with the downward thrust . If 
the landing UAV is placed below the predetermined in 
ground - effect height , the ground can affect the airflow of the 
downward thrust , in that the ground causes a density of air , 
which is placed between the rotors of the UAV and the 
ground , to increase . This then causes a reduction of the 
downward thrust airflow , which , in turn , affects the landing 
of the UAV . This effect is also called a cushioning effect . 
[ 0098 ] In the storing position , the UAV and the landing 
platform are positioned inside the container . This allows the 
UAV to be sheltered from the surrounding weather . It also 
protects the UAV from animals or unauthorized persons 
from accessing the UAV . 
[ 0099 ] In short , the landing platform allows the UAV to 
land , wherein the airflow of the downward thrust of the 
landing UAV passes through the landing platform , such that 
the landing platform does not affect or interfere with the 
airflow . 
[ 0100 ] The height of the landing platform prevents the 
ground from affecting the airflow of the downward thrust . In 
other words , the height of the landing platform eliminates or 
reduces in ground effect . 
[ 0101 ] The landing platform advantageously improves the 
landing stability of the UAV . 
[ 0102 ] The UAV storage module can be added to and can 
be removed from the UAV storage unit according to opera 
tional requirement . As an example , the UAV storage module 
can be removed away from the UAV storage unit to another 
site for repair or maintenance without affecting operation of 
the rest of the UAV storage unit . In other words , the number 
of UAV storage module can be changed according to oper 
ating needs . 
[ 0103 ] The landing platform can comprise at least a pair of 
landing surfaces . 
[ 0104 ] The landing surfaces can include inclined landing 
portions for contacting the landing UAV and for guiding the 
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landing UAV to a predetermined landing position . This then 
allows the UAV to land on the predetermined landing 
position quickly and easily . 
[ 0105 ] The landing surfaces can comprise a UAV charging 
element . The UAV charging element is adapted for charging 
a battery of the UAV when the UAV is positioned inside the 
container . This allows for replenishment of electrical energy 
of the UAV while the UAV is being stored in the container . 
[ 0106 ] The UAV storage unit can also include a commu 
nication module . 
[ 0107 ] The communication module is adapted for 
enabling the UAV storage unit to communicate with other 
UAV storage units or with a central control station . 
[ 0108 ] The communication module can be placed above 
the UAV storage modules . This higher position allows for 
better reception of signals . 
[ 0109 ] The UAV storage unit can also include an electrical 
energy storage module . The electrical energy storage mod 
ule is adapted for providing electrical energy to power the 
UAV storage unit . 
[ 0110 ] The electrical energy storage module can be placed 
below the UAV storage modules . This allows the above 
UAV storage modules to be placed at higher levels for 
reducing in ground effect . 
[ 0111 ] The application provides an improved protection 
storage unit for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) . 
[ 0112 ] The storage unit includes a UAV container , a move 
able UAV landing platform , and a UAV receptacle . In use , 
the UAV receptacle is positioned above the UAV landing 
platform . The UAV receptacle includes one or more inclined 
surfaces for guiding a landing UAV to a predetermined UAV 
landing position on the UAV landing platform . Furthermore , 
the UAV container encloses the UAV . 
[ 0113 ] This UAV receptacle allows for an accurate landing 
of the UAV , even when ground effect is present . 
[ 0114 ] The UAV receptacle can have a shape of inverted 
pyramid frustum , although other shapes are possible . 
[ 0115 ] The UAV landing platform often include a pair of 
UAV electrical power connector for connecting with a 
battery of the landing UAV . In other words , the electrical 
power connector allows for transfer of electrical energy to 
the UAV . 
[ 0116 ] The UAV receptacle can include an extendable 
surface for adapting a dimension of the UAV receptacle 
according to a corresponding dimension of the landing UAV . 
In the words , the size of the receptacle can change for 
working different UAVs . 
[ 0117 ] The application provides a further improved pro 
tection storage unit for enclosing an Unmanned Air Vehicle 
( UAV ) . 
[ 0118 ] The storage unit includes comprising a UAV con 
tainer and a moveable UAV landing platform . 
[ 0119 ] In use , the UAV container encloses the UAV . 
[ 0120 ] The moveable UAV landing platform provides a 
landing position and a storing position . In the landing 
position , the UAV landing platform is positioned for the 
UAV to land and to takeoff . The UAV landing platform is 
often placed outside the container . 
[ 0121 ] The UAV landing platform is adapted such that it 
essentially does not block an airflow of a downward thrust 
of a propeller of the UAV . The UAV landing platform is also 
positioned such that it prevents the ground from affecting the 
airflow of the downward thrust of the UAV . 

[ 0122 ] In other words , the UAV does not essentially 
experience any ground effect or cushioning effect . 
[ 0123 ] The UAV landing platform can include a pair of 
landing surfaces for contacting with the landing UAV . 
[ 0124 ] The landing surfaces include portions for contact 
ing the landing UAV and for guiding the landing UAV to a 
predetermined landing position . 
[ 0125 ] The landing surfaces often include an electrical 
charging element for charging a battery of the UAV , when 
the UAV is positioned on the landing platform . 
[ 0126 ] The storage unit can also include an extension and 
retraction mechanism for moving the UAV landing platform . 
[ 0127 ] The storage unit often include a further container 
that stores a communication module . 
[ 0128 ] This container , which stores the communication 
module is placed above the container that stores the UAV . 
[ 0129 ] The storage unit can also include another container 
that stores an electrical energy storage module . 
[ 0130 ] The container that stores the electrical energy stor 
age module is often placed below the container that stores 
the UAV . 
[ 0131 ] The application also provides another improved 
protection storage unit for enclosing an Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle ( UAV ) . 
[ 0132 ] The storage unit includes a UAV container , a 
moveable UAV landing platform , and a UAV alignment unit . 
[ 0133 ] In use , the container encloses the UAV . The UAV 
landing platform provides an area for the UAV to land and 
to take off . The UAV alignment unit is adapted for pushing 
the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing platform , 
to a predetermined landing area of the moveable UAV 
landing platform . 
[ 0134 ] In practice , the UAV may not land accurately on a 
predetermined area of the landing platform . The UAV may 
bounce upon landing and thus be shifted away from the 
predetermined area . The inaccurate placement can hinder 
the moving of the landing platform to the inside of the 
container . The UAV alignment unit provides a benefit of 
correcting this inaccuracy by moving the UAV to the pre 
determined area . 
[ 0135 ] The UAV alignment unit can include a positional 
detector for determining a position of the UAV , which has 
landed on the UAV landing platform . 
[ 0136 ] The positional detector can include a weight sensor 
for determining a position of the UAV . 
[ 0137 ] The UAV alignment unit can include comprises a 
plate for pushing the UAV , a fixed inclined walls for guiding 
the UAV , and / or two moveable inclined walls for guiding the 
UAV to the predetermined landing area . 
[ 0138 ] The UAV landing platform often provides a land 
ing position and a storing position . In the landing position , 
the UAV landing platform is positioned for the UAV to land 
and to take - off . In the storing position , the UAV landing 
platform is positioned inside the container . 
[ 0139 ] The application also provides a further protection 
storage unit for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) . 
[ 0140 ] The storage unit includes a UAV container , a 
moveable UAV landing platform , and a UAV guidance 
beacon unit . 
[ 0141 ] The container is used for enclosing the UAV . The 
UAV guidance beacon unit is provided for guiding the UAV 
to the UAV landing platform . The UAV guidance beacon 
includes a visible light ray source and an infrared light ray 
source . 
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[ 0142 ] The light ray source and infrared light ray source 
provide respective light rays for guiding the UAV to the 
UAV landing platform . 
[ 0143 ] The UAV is equipped with corresponding cameras 
for detecting these light rays . The UAV then uses the 
detected light rays for guiding the UAV to the landing 
platform . 
[ 0144 ] The different light rays allow for easier detection of 
the light rays . For example , in the event of bright sun lights , 
the visible light rays may be difficult to detect while the 
infrared light rays are easier to detect . 
[ 0145 ] The beacon unit can include a visible light cover 
plate , which comprises at least one opaque areas for block 
ing the visible light rays of the visible light ray source and 
at least one transparent area , such that the visible light rays 
travel through the visible light cover plate to form a first 
predetermined guidance pattern . 
[ 0146 ] The beacon unit can also include an infrared cover 
plate , which comprises at least one opaque area and at least 
one transparent area for blocking parts of the infrared light 
rays of the infrared light ray source , such that the infrared 
light rays travel through the infrared light cover plate to form 
a second predetermined guidance pattern . 
[ 0147 ] The visible light ray source can also be adapted to 
generate at least one laser light ray with a visible light 
wavelength . 
[ 0148 ] Similarly , the infrared light ray source can also is 
adapted to generate at least one laser light ray with an 
infrared light wavelength . 
[ 0149 ] The UAV landing platform often provides a land 
ing position and a storing position . In the landing position , 
the UAV landing platform is extended and is positioned for 
the UAV to land and to take - off . In the storing position , the 
UAV landing platform with any UAV , which has landed on 
the landing platform , is positioned inside the container . 
[ 0150 ] The application provides a further improved pro 
tection storage unit for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) . 
[ 0151 ] The storage unit includes a UAV container , a UAV 
guidance camera , a moveable UAV landing platform , and a 
UAV guidance controller . 
[ 0152 ] In use , the UAV guidance camera receives a beacon 
unit light signal from the UAV , the UAV being lequipped 
with a beacon unit for generating the beacon unit light 
signal . 
[ 0153 ] The UAV guidance controller then generates one or 
more UAV flight instructions according to light signal data 
from the UAV guidance camera . The instructions provide 
steps for landing the UAV on the UAV landing platform . The 
UAV guidance controller then sends out the UAV flight 
instructions to the UAV . 
[ 0154 ] The UAV later lands on the UAV landing platform 
according to the received instructions . 
[ 0155 ] The container afterward encloses the UAV . 
[ 0156 ] This arrangement of the storage unit allows the 
camera to be placed on the storage unit and not be placed on 
the UAV . In other words , this UAV has to bear the camera 
load , which can affect the performance of the UAV . This is 
unlike other arrangements , wherein the camera is placed in 
the UAV . 
[ 0157 ] The storage unit can include a wind speed detector . 
The controller is then adapted for generating the UAV flight 
instruction according to wind speed data from the wind 
speed detector . In other words , the generation of the flight 
instruction takes into consideration the effect of wind speed . 

[ 0158 ] The storage unit can also include a wind direction 
detector while the controller is further adapted for generat 
ing the UAV flight instruction according to wind direction 
data from the wind direction detector . 
[ 0159 ] The storage unit often includes a wireless trans 
mitter for sending out the UAV flight instruction ( to the 
UAV ) . 
[ 0160 ] The application provides another improved protec 
tion storage unit for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) . 
[ 0161 ] The storage unit includes a UAV container , a 
storage unit electrical power source , a tethering assembly , 
and a controller . The electrical power source is often placed 
inside the container . The tethering assembly connects the 
UAV to the container . The controller acts to manage or 
control the tethering assembly . 
[ 0162 ] In detail , the container encloses and protects the 
UAV . 
[ 0163 ] The tethering assembly includes a spool with a 
spool rotational sensor , a spool motor , an electrical utility 
cable , and a cable force sensor . 
[ 0164 ] In use , the spool motor selectively rotates the 
spool . 
[ 0165 ] The spool rotational sensor detects number of 
rotation of the spool and provides a rotational data of the 
spool . 
[ 0166 ] The electrical utility cable winds and unwinds 
around the spool . The electrical utility cable includes a 
power supply electrical wire , which transfers electrical 
energy from the storage unit electrical power source to an 
electrical power source , such a battery , of the UAV . 
[ 0167 ] The cable force sensor is attached to the UAV , 
wherein the cable force sensor provides a measurement of a 
force being exerted by the electrical utility cable onto the 
UAV . 
[ 0168 ] The controller is adapted for receiving the force 
measurement from the cable force sensor and for receiving 
the spool rotational data from the spool rotational sensor . 
The controller then energizes the spool motor for rotating the 
spool according to the force measurement and to the spool 
rotational data . The controller can also be further configured 
for energizing the spool motor according to a flight plan of 
the UAV . 
[ 0169 ] The container often includes a moveable cover for 
allowing the UAV to ingress into the container and to egress 
from the container . 
[ 0170 ] The moveable cover can be adapted for rotating 
about a hinge , although other means of attaching the cover 
to the container are possible . 
[ 0171 ] The electrical utility cable can include a sensor 
electrical wire for transferring the force measurement from 
the cable force sensor to the controller . 
[ 0172 ] The electrical utility cable can also include a pro 
tection metal shield for surrounding and enclosing the power 
supply electrical wire . 
[ 0173 ] The cable force sensor can also include a wireless 
transmitter for sending the force measurement wirelessly to 
the controller . 
[ 0174 ] The storage unit electrical power source can also 
include a power inlet for receiving electrical energy from a 
land vehicle electrical power supply . 
[ 0175 ] The tethering assembly often includes a bracket for 
supporting the spool and supporting a part of the electrical 
utility cable that is wound around the spool . The tethering 
assembly can also include at least one bracket force sensor . 
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The bracket force sensor is intended for connecting the 
bracket to a support area , wherein the bracket force sensor 
provides a measurement of a force being exerted by the 
bracket onto the support area . The controller is then adapted 
for energizing the spool motor for rotating the spool accord 
ing to said measurement from the bracket force sensor . 
[ 0176 ] The application provides another improved protec 
tion storage unit for enclosing an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
( UAV ) . 
( 0177 ] The storage unit includes a UAV container for 
enclosing the UAV , and an external monitoring camera with 
an internal monitoring camera . The external camera is 
directed for taking external images of the storage unit while 
the internal camera is directed for taking internal images of 
the storage unit . The external images can show conditions of 
the storage unit , such amount of snow , which is placed on 
the storage unit . The internal images can show internal 
contamination of the storage unit , such as amount of dirt , 
snow , or sand in the storage unit . 
[ 0178 ] These images allow a user to determine schedule 
for servicing the storage unit , which is important , especially 
when the storage unit is located in remote areas . 
[ 0179 ] The application provides a further improved pro 
tection storage unit for enclosing an Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle ( UAV ) . The storage unit includes a UAV container 
for enclosing the UAV , and a set of weed killer sprayers . The 
weed killer sprayers are positioned in the vicinity of the 
container . The sprayers dispense weed killer at predeter 
mined intervals for preventing growth of bushes around the 
container . This enables the container to be placed in remote 
areas where growth of bushes can hinder operation of the 
container . 
[ 0180 ] The application also provides a further improved 
protection storage unit for enclosing an Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle ( UAV ) . The storage unit includes a UAV container 
and an electric fence . The container acts to enclose and to 
protect the UAV . The electric fence is placed around the 
container . The electric fence prevents or deters animals from 
accessing or reaching the storage unit . This important , 
especially when the storage unit is placed in a remote area 
where animals roam . 
[ 0181 ] The application provides another improved protec 
tion storage unit for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) . 
[ 0182 ] The storage unit includes a UAV container with a 
first sliding cover and with a second sliding cover . These 
covers allow the UAV to ingress into the container . The 
covers are then actuated to enclose and to protect the UAV . 
The covers also allow the UAV to egress from the container . 
[ 0183 ] The storage unit can include a rain sensor . Data 
from the rain sensor can be used to determine automatically 
the operation of the UAV . 
[ 0184 ] The storage unit often includes a lift assembly with 
a moveable UAV platform for carrying the UAV . The lift 
assembly acts to position the UAV platform either inside or 
outside the container . The UAV platform provides an area of 
the UAV to land and to take off . 
[ 0185 ] The storage unit can include a beacon unit , which 
is positioned on or near the UAV platform . The beacon unit 
provides light rays for guiding the UAV to the UAV plat 
form . This allows for easy determination of location of the 
UAV platform , which is important , especially in bad weather 
conditions . 
[ 0186 ] According to one aspect of the application , the 
storage unit includes a wireless charging unit , which is 

provided on the UAV platform . After the UAV is positioned 
on the UAV platform , the wireless charging allows for 
transfer of electrical energy from the container to a battery 
of the UAV . 
[ 0187 ] For security reasons , the storage unit can include a 
tempering vibration sensor . Vibrations of the container often 
indicates attempt of unauthorized access of the container . 
Data from the vibration sensor can then be used for detecting 
this access and responding to it . 
[ 0188 ] The storage unit can also include a Global Posi 
tioning Unit ( GPS ) unit for determining positional data of 
the storage unit . The storage unit can be placed in different 
places . The data allows for easy locating of the storage unit . 
[ 0189 ] The storage unit often include a controller or a 
central control unit for managing or controlling parts of the 
storage unit . 
[ 0190 ] The storage unit can also include an electrical 
energy storage for storing and providing electrical energy to 
parts of the storage unit and / or to the UAV . 
[ 0191 ] The storage unit can also include a communication 
unit for exchanging data with the UAV or with an external 
unit . 
[ 0192 ] The application provides an improved Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) module . The UAV module include one 
or more UAVs and one of the above - mentioned storage unit 
for enclosing and protecting said UAV . 
[ 0193 ] The application provides an improved network of 
objects . Each object includes a sensor and a communication 
device . The communication device acts to receive data from 
at least one other object and / or from its sensor . The com 
munication device then sends the data to another object . One 
or more objects are each provided by an Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle ( UAV ) . The network allows quick collection of data 
and quick response to the data while the UAV enable 
accesses to areas can be difficult to reach . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0194 ] The subject matter of the application is described in 
greater detail in the accompanying Figures , in which 
[ 0195 ] FIG . 1 illustrates a schematic view of a UAV 
assembly that comprises a first UAV protection storage 
device with a UAV , wherein sliding covers of the first UAV 
protection storage device are placed in a closed position , 
[ 0196 ] FIG . 2 illustrates the UAV protection storage 
device of FIG . 1 , wherein its sliding covers are placed in an 
open position , 
[ 0197 ] FIG . 3 illustrates a solar cell circuit for the UAV 
protection storage device of FIG . 1 , 
[ 0198 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an alternative solar cell circuit for 
the UAV protection storage device of FIG . 1 , 
[ 0199 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a schematic view of a further 
UAV assembly that includes a second UAV protection 
storage device with two UAVs , 
[ 0200 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a schematic view of the second 
UAV protection storage device of FIG . 5 , wherein sliding 
covers of the second UAV protection storage device are 
placed in a closed position , 
[ 0201 ] FIG . 7 illustrates a schematic view of the second 
UAV protection storage device of FIG . 5 , wherein its sliding 
covers are placed in a partly open position , 
[ 0202 ] FIG . 8 illustrates a schematic view of another UAV 
assembly that includes a mobile UAV protection storage 
device and a tethered UAV , 
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[ 0228 ] FIG . 35 illustrates a perspective view of the UAV 
landing platform extension mechanism of FIG . 33 , the UAV 
landing platform extension mechanism is placed in an 
extension state , 
[ 0229 ] FIG . 36 illustrates a plan view of a movable UAV 
landing platform when the UAV landing platform extension 
mechanism of FIG . 33 is placed in the extension state , 
[ 0230 ] FIG . 37 illustrates a plan view of the movable UAV 
landing platform when the UAV landing platform extension 
mechanism of FIG . 33 is placed in the retraction state , 
[ 0231 ] FIG . 38 illustrates a perspective view of the UAV 
landing platform extension mechanism with the movable 
UAV landing platform of the UAV hangar module of FIG . 
32 , 

[ 0203 ] FIG . 9 illustrates an improved tethering assembly 
for the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
[ 0204 ] FIG . 10 illustrates a force sensor of the tethering 
assembly of FIG . 9 , 
[ 0205 ] FIG . 11 illustrates an improved beacon unit for the 
UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
[ 0206 ] FIG . 12 illustrates a graph of light intensity and 
wavelength of light rays of the beacon unit of FIG . 11 , FIG . 
13 illustrates a light pattern of the beacon unit of FIG . 11 , 
[ 0207 ] FIG . 14 illustrates a UAV alignment unit for a UAV 
landing platform of a UAV protection storage device of the 
UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
[ 0208 ] FIG . 15 illustrates another UAV alignment unit for 
a UAV landing platform of a UAV protection storage device 
of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
[ 0209 ] FIG . 16 illustrates a further UAV alignment unit for 
a UAV landing platform of a UAV protection storage device 
of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
[ 0210 ] FIG . 17 illustrates a UAV position detector unit for 
a UAV landing platform of a UAV protection storage device 
of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
[ 0211 ] FIG . 18 illustrates a cover for a UAV protection 
storage device of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , the 
cover is placed in a closed position , 
[ 0212 ] FIG . 19 illustrates the cover of FIG . 18 being 
placed in different open positions , 
[ 0213 ] FIG . 20 illustrates another cover for a UAV pro 
tection storage device of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
the cover is placed in a closed position , 
[ 0214 ] FIG . 21 illustrates the cover of FIG . 20 being 
rotated to a partial open position , 
[ 0215 ] FIG . 22 illustrates a perspective view of the cover 
of FIG . 20 , 
[ 0216 ] FIG . 23 illustrates a further cover for a UAV 
protection storage device of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 
to 8 , the cover is placed in a closed position , 
[ 0217 ] FIG . 24 illustrates the cover of FIG . 23 being 
placed in an initial open position , 
[ 0218 ] FIG . 25 illustrates the cover of FIG . 23 being 
placed in a final open position , 
[ 0219 ] FIG . 26 illustrates a set of cameras for a UAV 
protection storage device of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 

[ 0232 ] FIG . 39 illustrates a perspective view of the UAV 
landing platform of the UAV hangar module of FIG . 32 with 
a landing UAV , 
[ 0233 ] FIG . 40 illustrates a side view of the UAV landing 
platform with the landing UAV of FIG . 39 , 
[ 0234 ] FIG . 41 illustrates a side view of a communication 
module of the UAV storage box of FIG . 30 , 
[ 0235 ] FIG . 42 illustrates a plan view of the communica 
tion module of FIG . 41 , 
[ 0236 ] FIG . 43 illustrates another UAV storage box , 
[ 0237 ] FIG . 44 illustrates a further UAV hangar module 
with multiple movable UAV landing platforms , 
[ 0238 ] FIG . 45 illustrates a further UAV landing platform 
of a UAV protection storage device of the UAV assembly of 
FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0239 ] FIG . 46 illustrates a top view of a UAV landing and 
docking system with a UAV electrical power charging 
system for the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
[ 0240 ] FIG . 47 illustrates a side view of the UAV landing 
and docking system of FIG . 46 , 
[ 0241 ] FIG . 48 illustrates a further receptacle of the UAV 
landing and docking system of FIG . 46 , 
[ 0242 ] FIG . 49 illustrates an expanded state of the recep 
tacle of FIG . 48 , 
[ 0243 ] FIG . 50 illustrates another receptacle of the UAV 
landing and docking system of FIG . 46 , 
[ 0244 ] FIG . 51 illustrates a first expanded state of the 
receptacle of FIG . 50 , 
[ 0245 ] FIG . 52 illustrates a second expanded state of the 
receptacle of FIG . 50 , 
[ 0246 ] FIG . 53 illustrates an improved landing system for 
the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 , and 
[ 0247 ] FIG . 54 illustrates a bottom view of an UAV , which 
includes the landing system of FIG . 53 . 

to 8 , 
[ 0220 ] FIG . 27 illustrates a set of weed killer sprayer for 
a UAV protection storage device of the UAV assembly of 
FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
[ 0221 ] FIG . 28 illustrates an electric fence surrounding a 
UAV protection storage device of the UAV assembly of 
FIGS . 1 to 8 , 
[ 0222 ] FIG . 29 illustrates a network of sensors , which 
includes a sensor of a UAV of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

1 to 8 , 
[ 0223 ] FIG . 30 illustrates a perspective view of a UAV 
storage box , 
[ 0224 ] FIG . 31 illustrates a side view of the UAV storage 
box of FIG . 30 , 
[ 0225 ] FIG . 32 illustrates a perspective view of a UAV 
hangar module of the UAV storage box of FIG . 30 , 
[ 0226 ] FIG . 33 illustrates a UAV landing platform exten 
sion mechanism of the UAV hangar module of FIG . 32 , 
[ 0227 ] FIG . 34 illustrates a perspective view of the UAV 
landing platform extension mechanism of FIG . 33 , the UAV 
landing platform extension mechanism is placed in a retrac 
tion state , 

[ 0248 ] In the following description , details are provided to 
describe embodiments of the application . It shall be apparent 
to one skilled in the art , however , that the embodiments may 
be practiced without such details . 
[ 0249 ] The embodiments have similar parts . The similar 
parts may have same names or similar part numbers . The 
description of one part applies by reference to another 
similar part , where appropriate , thereby reducing repetition 
of text without limiting the disclosure . 
[ 0250 ] FIG . 1 shows a UAV assembly that includes a UAV 
protection storage device 1 with an Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle ( UAV ) 2 in which the UAV 2 carries an onboard 
UAV battery 4. The UAV protection storage device 1 com 
prises an enclosure box 10 with a first sliding cover 11 and 
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a second sliding cover 12 , which are shown in a closed 
position in FIG . 1. The first sliding cover 11 and the second 
sliding cover 12 are movable along a sliding path and they 
are actuated by an electric cover drive unit , which is not 
shown here . 
[ 0251 ] The UAV protection storage device 1 further com 
prises a weather sensor 14 , two external movement sensors 
15 , a fuel cell 6 , a first solar cell unit 16 , which is mounted 
to the first sliding cover 11 and a second solar cell unit 17 , 
which is mounted to the second sliding cover 12 . 
[ 0252 ] A scissor lift assembly 20 is provided in the enclo 
sure box 10 , the scissor lift assembly 20 comprising a UAV 
platform 30 , which carries the UAV 2. The UAV platform 30 
is also called a UAV landing platform . A beacon unit 31 is 
provided on the UAV platform 30 , as well as a wireless 
charging unit 32. The beacon unit 31 interacts with the UAV 
2 in such a way that it provides a wireless alignment of the 
UAV 2 during a landing operation of the UAV 2 on the UAV 
platform 30. The beacon unit 31 therefore emits an optical 
or electro - magnetic signal , which can be detected by a 
corresponding receiver at the UAV 2 . 
[ 0253 ] The scissor lift assembly 20 can be moved by an 
electric or hydraulic actuator . 
[ 0254 ] For detecting a movement of the UAV protection 
storage device 1 , e.g. by an external tampering action , a 
vibration sensor and mercury switch assembly 40 is pro 
vided within the enclosure box 10. A Global Positioning 
System ( GPS ) tracker unit 71 provides the current position 
and current local time of the UAV protection storage device 
1 . 

[ 0255 ] The aforementioned components of the UAV pro 
tection storage device 1 are managed by a central control 
unit 50 , which is connected with an electrical energy storage 
60. A communication unit 70 provides a transfer of infor 
mation between the UAV protection storage device 1 and 
other devices , such as the UAV 2 , a remote UAV manage 
ment data center that is not shown here , or other UAV 
protection storage devices . 
[ 0256 ] FIG . 2 shows the UAV protection storage device 1 
of FIG . 1 with the first sliding cover 11 and the second 
sliding cover 12 in an open position . The first sliding cover 
11 and the second sliding cover 12 have been moved by the 
electric cover drive unit , which in turn has been actuated by 
the central control unit 50. The electrical energy for the 
electric cover drive unit has been supplied by the electrical 
energy storage 60 . 
[ 0257 ] The scissor lift assembly 20 is now in an elevated 
position , as compared with FIG . 1 , such that the upper level 
of the UAV platform 30 is essentially flush with the upper 
edge of the enclosure box 10. The UAV 2 is in ready - to 
take - off position . 
[ 0258 ] In the absence of unauthorized human activity , or 
any functional anomaly recorded by any sensor in the 
vicinity of the UAV protection storage device 1 , the UAV 2 
is allowed to take off . The take - off permission may be 
granted by a human operator or by a computer system based 
on a combination of state of charge of the UAV battery 4 as 
well as the state of charge of the electrical energy storage 60 , 
favorable environmental or weather conditions , routine 
autonomous flight schedule , or manual flight control , or 
anomaly type , determined by a sensor in the vicinity of the 
UAV protection storage device 1. The environmental con 
ditions include temperature , humidity , wind , and precipita 
tion . 

[ 0259 ] Before take - off , the weather sensor 14 makes a 
decision whether to open or close the sliding covers 11 and 
12 based on environmental conditions . If environmental 
conditions are not acceptable , the sliding covers 11 and 12 
do not open and a message is sent to the operator . If 
environmental conditions are acceptable , the sliding covers 
11 and 12 slide open and the scissor lift assembly 20 rises 
while the UAV prepares for flight while still attached to the 
UAV platform 30. Same for the state of charge of the UAV 
battery 4 as well as the state of charge of the electrical 
energy storage 60. If the UAV battery 4 as well as the 
electrical energy storage 60 is fully charged , the doors will 
open . If the UAV battery 4 as well as the electrical energy 
storage 60 is not fully charged , the doors will not open . 
[ 0260 ] After all checks are complete , while the UAV 2 is 
still on its platform and prior to take - off , a pre - programmed 
flight route is selected by the UAV's operating system , or a 
new flight route is selected by a remote operator . This flight 
path is directly associated with a routine activity , or asso 
ciated to the location of an anomaly , which is determined by 
a sensor in the vicinity of the UAV 2 and the data processing 
software that is connected to that sensor . After take - off , the 
sliding covers 11 and 12 close . After completing its mission , 
the UAV 2 finds its way back to the UAV protection storage 
device 1 using an autonomous navigation system . The 
sliding covers 11 and 12 open to allow the UAV platform 30 
to be raised by the scissor lift assembly 20 . 
[ 0261 ] The UAV 2 lands onto the UAV platform 30 using 
a GPS guided precision navigation system where the GPS 
signal is available and usable . In other words , this GPS 
signal has a low level of noise and a sufficiently high level 
of signal strength . Similarly , the UAV 2 lands onto the UAV 
platform 30 using a GPS - independent precision navigation 
system where the GPS signal is not available or unusable . 
An example of the GPS - independent precision navigation 
system includes an infrared signal paired between the bea 
con unit 31 with a sensor onboard the UAV 2 . 
[ 0262 ] After landing , sensors on the UAV protection stor 
age device 1 determine the accuracy of position of the UAV 
2. The UAV platform 30 will be shifted slightly downwards , 
while the sliding covers 11 and 12 slide towards the UAV 2 
to push it into a central position on the UAV platform 30 . 
The sliding covers 11 and 12 open again , the UAV platform 
30 descends fully until it reaches its lower limit . Once the 
lower limit is reached , the sliding covers 11 and 12 close . 
The UAV battery 4 charging sequence begins , using the 
electrical energy storage 60 , which is charged using the solar 
cell units 16 and 17 and / or fuel cell 6 . 
[ 0263 ] The sliding covers 11 and 12 have the shape of 
boxes with two open surfaces , of which one is an open lower 
surface , facing towards the enclosure box 10 , and of the 
other one faces towards the other sliding cover . The shape of 
the sliding covers provides an easy opening in a horizontal 
sliding direction . In a closed state of the UAV protection 
storage device 1 , edges of the sliding covers 11 and 12 abut 
against each , thereby complementing each other in order to 
form a closed cover that prevents the elements from entering 
the inside of the enclosure box 10. In an open state , the 
sliding covers 11 and 12 open wide in order to allow the 
UAV 2 to leave the enclosure box 10 through its upper side , 
which is open . 
[ 0264 ] In a general sense , the UAV protection storage 
device 1 as described in FIG . 1 and FIG . 2 serves as the 
device for retrieving and storing the UAV 2 within a 
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protective enclosure at the end of its flight operation . With 
the closure of the sliding covers 11 and 12 , the retrieved 
UAV 2 is further protected from the effects of weather , such 
as rain , snow , dust , and water , and from insects and animals . 
[ 0265 ] The weather sensor 14 detects the presence of rain 
or snow falling on the sensor itself by measuring the ambient 
precipitation and surface temperature of the upper surface of 
the sliding covers 11 and 12. Once the weather sensor 14 has 
detected rainfall or snowfall conditions , it may transmit the 
necessary command signal to actuate the electric cover drive 
unit to close the sliding covers 11 and 12. The use of the 
weather sensor 14 to detect the presence of rainfall or 
snowfall conditions may also facilitate the central control 
unit 50 to autonomously manage the decision - making pro 
cess in regards to determining whether the UAV 2 may be 
permitted to take - off or land under varying degrees of 
severity of rainy or snowy environmental conditions . This 
decision - making process may be initiated by the weather 
sensor 14 with the transmission of a feedback signal to the 
central control unit 50 to manage the actuation of the electric 
cover drive unit to open or to close the sliding covers 11 and 
12 . 
[ 0266 ] As the take - off and landing phases of the UAV 2 are 
the most safety critical aspects of its flight operation , it is 
imperative that considerations are given to mitigate the 
potential safety hazard posed by unauthorized human activ 
ity that may be happening near and around the UAV pro 
tection storage device 1. By mounting the two external 
movement sensors 15 on the sliding covers 11 and 12 , it is 
possible to detect the presence of people moving in the 
vicinity of the UAV protection storage device 1 . 
[ 0267 ] When unauthorized human activity is detected , the 
external movement sensors 15 may transmit an alarm signal 
to the central control unit 50 in order to autonomously 
manage the decision - making process in regards to determin 
ing whether the UAV 2 may be permitted to take - off or land 
in the presence of unauthorized human activity under three 
pre - defined case scenarios . Two case scenarios are appli 
cable for determining whether the UAV 2 is allowed to 
take - off and one case scenario is applicable for determining 
whether the UAV 2 is allowed to land . 
[ 0268 ] For the first case scenario that relates to deciding 
whether the UAV 2 is allowed to take - off , the UAV 2 is 
positioned on the UAV platform 30 , with the scissor lift 
assembly 20 in its closed position and the sliding covers 11 
and 12 in their closed positions . Under this case scenario , 
when the central control unit 50 receives the feedback signal 
from the external movement sensors 15 , informing the 
presence of unauthorized human activity in the vicinity of 
the UAV protection storage device 1 , the central control unit 
50 may register an internal Cover Not Ready ' logic state . 
This logic state prevents the central control unit 50 from 
transmitting the command signal to the electric cover drive 
unit to open the sliding covers 11 and 12. This in turn 
prevents the scissor - lift assembly 20 from elevating the UAV 
2 to its ready to take - off position . Thus the UAV 2 is 
prevented from taking - off under this case scenario . 
[ 0269 ] For the second case scenario that relates to decid 
ing whether the UAV 2 is allowed to take - off , the UAV 2 is 
positioned on the UAV platform 30 , with the scissor lift 
assembly 20 in its opened position and the sliding covers 11 
and 12 in their opened positions . Under this case scenario , 
when the central control unit 50 receives the feedback signal 
from the external movement sensors 15 , informing the 

presence of unauthorized human activity in the vicinity of 
the UAV protection storage device 1 , the central control unit 
50 may register an internal ‘ Take - off Not Ready ' logic state . 
This logic state triggers the central control unit 50 to relay 
the transmission of a ‘ No Go'status signal to the UAV 2 via 
the communication unit 70. The propulsion unit of the UAV 
2 is prevented from starting up . This in turn prevents the 
UAV 2 from taking - off under this case scenario . 
[ 0270 ] For the case scenario that relates to deciding 
whether the UAV 2 is allowed to land , the UAV 2 is 
positioned at a pre - determined final approach altitude before 
performing its landing procedure on the UAV platform 30 . 
Under this case scenario , when the central control unit 50 
receives the feedback signal from the external movement 
sensors 15 , informing the presence of unauthorized human 
activity in the vicinity of the UAV protection storage device 
1 , the central control unit 50 may register an internal 
‘ Landing Not Ready ' logic state . This logic state triggers the 
central control unit 50 to relay the transmission of a ‘ No Go ' 
status signal to the UAV 2 via the communication unit 70 . 
The UAV 2 remains hovering on station at its pre - deter 
mined final approach altitude . This in turn prevents the UAV 
2 from landing under this case scenario . 
[ 0271 ] If the UAV 2 has a low - battery situation , the UAV 
2 can emit distress signals to other UAV protection storage 
devices , which are located within its flying distance . These 
nearby UAV protection storage devices then check signals 
from its sensors . 
[ 0272 ] If the signals indicate that it is safe for its UAV to 
fly and to vacate its UAV protection storage device , the UAV 
then initiates a take - off sequence to land at a nearby safe 
location , thereby allowing the UAV 2 with the low battery 
situation to land at this nearby UAV protection storage 
device for charging its battery . The safe location is also 
called a rally point . However , should no such UAV protec 
tion storage devices be available , the UAV 2 with the low 
battery situation can elect to land at a nearby safe location 
for resting . 
[ 0273 ] In either case , an alarm is triggered at a remote 
UAV management center to alert operators of the low 
battery situation for addressing it . 
[ 0274 ] The solar cell units 16 and 17 allow the UAV 
protection storage device 1 to receive energy from a natu 
rally sustainable resource the Sun. By converting the 
received solar energy into electrical energy , the electrical 
energy storage 60 may be used to collect some of the 
converted electrical energy at pre - determined time intervals 
on a daily basis under daylight conditions . The remaining 
converted electrical energy that is not collected by the 
electrical energy storage 60 during daylight conditions is 
used to operate the UAV protection storage device 1 during 
daytime . 
[ 0275 ] During twilight conditions in the absence of the 
Sun , the electrical energy that is stored in the electrical 
energy storage during daylight conditions may be used to 
operate the UAV protection storage device 1 at night . Since 
this energy usage and storage cycle is repeated on a daily 
basis , the UAV protection storage device 1 is not dependent 
on human intervention to replenish its energy supply . This 
allows the UAV protection storage device 1 enables to be 
used in support of UAV operations in remote geographical 
regions where the logistical requirements for maintaining a 
constantly available energy supply chain may be very 
demanding 
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[ 0276 ] An external fuel cell system supplements solar 
power in case the usage frequency of the storage system and 
UAV needs to accelerate or become constant . This may be 
in the form of the fuel cell 6 placed inside the enclosure box 
10 for protection . 
[ 0277 ] The scissor lift assembly 20 enables the UAV 
platform 30 to be elevated to the required height such that 
the upper level of the UAV platform 30 is essentially flush 
with the upper edge of the enclosure box 10 in order to cater 
for maximum safety clearance for the UAV 2 during take - off 
and landing operations . 
[ 0278 ] The UAV platform 30 serves as a dedicated take - off 
and landing surface from which the beacon unit 31 and the 
wireless charging unit 32 serve as the immediate points of 
interaction between the UAV 2 and the UAV protection 
storage device 1 . 
[ 0279 ] The vibration sensor and mercury switch assembly 
40 may provide a means for detecting possible theft of the 
UAV protection storage device 1. The vibration sensor 
detects slight shaking movement , which can serve as an 
indication of tampering . The mercury switch detects tilting , 
which can also serve as an indication of tampering . 
[ 0280 ] In the event that theft has taken place , the GPS 
tracker unit 71 provides a means to locate the stolen UAV 
protection storage device 1 . 
[ 0281 ] If mission critical data is stored on the stolen UAV 
protection and storage unit 1 , all such data can be securely 
wiped in the event of an attempted theft . In other words , the 
mission critical data is erased such that an unauthorized 
essentially cannot access the data . 
[ 0282 ] The navigation system used by the UAV also serves 
as a tracker of the device . This tracker device can be on the 
UAV , as well as inside the protection storage device . 
[ 0283 ] The central control unit 50 provides the means for 
controlling the automated functions of the UAV protection 
storage device 1 without the presence of human intervention 
during operation . 
[ 0284 ] The electrical energy storage 60 provides the 
means for storing electrical energy received from the solar 
cell units 16 and 17 , and or an external fuel cell 6 designed 
to supplement solar power in case of lack of sun , or 
increased frequency of activity . The stored electrical energy 
can be used to operate the electrical systems of the UAV 
protection storage device 1 as well as to provide a means to 
replenish the electrical energy storage onboard the UAV 2 . 
The electrical energy storage is in the form of a battery bank 
located inside the UAV protection storage device 1. This 
battery bank accumulates solar energy until fully charged . 
Once fully charged , the charging system is deactivated . If a 
discharge of the battery - bank is sensed , the charging system 
is reactivated until charge is full . The battery bank transfers 
its stored energy to the UAV battery 4 using a contact or the 
wireless charging unit 31. Once the UAV battery 4 is fully 
charged , the charging mechanism is deactivated . If the UAV 
battery 4 becomes slightly discharged during non - operation , 
the charging mechanism is reactivated until it is fully 
charged . In one implementation , the charging mechanism is 
reactivated when the UAV battery 4 has less than an accept 
able limit , a full charge being nominally 95 % . 
[ 0285 ] The communication unit 70 serves as the transmit 
ter and receiver of internal wired and wireless signal data 
between the components of the UAV protection storage 
device 1. It also serves as the transmitter and receiver of 
wireless signal data between the UAV protection storage 

device 1 and other devices , such as the UAV 2 , the remote 
UAV management data center , the remote UAV pilot , or 
other UAV protection storage devices . It also serves as a data 
transfer hub for other sensors in its vicinity . 
[ 0286 ] When closed , the UAV storage device is sealed and 
shielded from dust , rain , water , insects and other animals , 
and iso - fated from extreme temperature conditions . In other 
words , the doors are locked to prevent theft of the UAV 2 
and unauthorized access to internal components of the UAV 
storage device . 
[ 0287 ] In a general sense , the beacon unit 31 can emit 
infrared , acoustic , or another suitable signal for detecting by 
a corresponding receiver at the UAV 2 . 
[ 0288 ] The pre - programmed flight route of the UAV 2 can 
be selected by an operating system of the UAV 2 or by an 
operating system of the protection storage device 1 . 
[ 0289 ] The sliding covers 11 and 12 can be replaced other 
types of doors , such as a pivoting cover or dome . 
[ 0290 ] The autonomous navigation system of the UAV 2 
can be provided as a Global Positioning System ( GPS ) , an 
inertial guidance system , as well as other types of guidance 
system . The inertial guidance system refers to a computer 
with motion sensors and rotation sensors to calculate via 
dead reckoning the position , orientation , and velocity of a 
moving object without the need for external references . The 
velocity refers to direction and speed of movement . 
Examples of the motion sensors include accelerometers 
while examples of the rotation sensors include gyroscopes . 
[ 0291 ] The weather sensor 14 detects other environmental 
hazards , such sand , and frost , besides detecting the presence 
of rain or snow . The frost can impair or disable battery 
operation . 
[ 0292 ] In a general sense , the scissor lift assembly 20 can 
be replaced by a linear lift assembly . 
[ 0293 ] FIG . 3 shows a first solar cell circuit 5 of the first 
solar cell unit 16 of FIG . 1 , in which an electrical resistor 7 
and a diode 8 are used in conjunction with a single - pole , 
single - throw switch 62 for switching between a heating 
mode and a charging mode of the electrical energy storage 
60 . 
[ 0294 ] The state of the first solar cell circuit 5 in FIG . 3 
demonstrates the charging mode of the electrical energy 
storage 60. The diode 8 prevents a reverse current flow from 
the electrical energy storage 60 through the first solar cell 
unit 16 . 
[ 0295 ] Upon the switch 62 being moved to its other 
state not shown here the first solar cell unit 16 is oper 
ated in reverse direction and the resistor 7 prevents the first 
solar cell unit 16 from being destroyed by the electrical 
current . The resistor 7 is arranged adjacent to the first solar 
cell unit 16 and they together provide a heating power to the 
upper surface of the first solar cell unit 16. This can be used 
for melting ice and snow , which may have developed on the 
upper surface of the first solar cell unit 16 . 
[ 0296 ] In use , the central control unit 50 , through a control 
line , can activate the switch 62. The control line is not shown 
here . Alternatively , the switch 62 can activate the heating of 
the upper surface of the first solar cell unit 16 by an internal 
control device . 
[ 0297 ] The second solar cell unit 17 may or may not be 
integrated into a circuit , which is similar to the first solar cell 
circuit 5 as described above . 
[ 0298 ] FIG . 4 shows a second solar cell circuit 34 , which 
can be used instead of the first solar cell circuit 5 in FIG . 
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3 — for the first solar cell unit 16 of FIG . 1. In the second 
solar cell circuit 34 , a diode 8 ' is used in conjunction with a 
double - pole , single - throw switch 63 for switching between 
a heating mode and a charging mode of the electrical energy 
storage 60 . 
[ 0299 ] The state of the second solar cell circuit 34 in FIG . 
4 demonstrates the charging mode of the electrical energy 
storage 60. The diode 8 ' prevents a reverse current flow from 
the electrical energy storage 60 through the first solar cell 
unit 16 . 
[ 0300 ] Upon the switch 63 being moved to its other 
state — not shown here — the first solar cell unit 16 provides 
a heating power on its upper surface . This can be used for 
melting ice and snow , which may have developed on the 
upper surface of the first solar cell unit 16 . 
[ 0301 ] In use , the central control unit 50 , through a control 
line , can activate the switch 63. The control line is not shown 
here . Alternatively , the switch 63 can activate the heating of 
the upper surface of the first solar cell unit 16 by an internal 
control device . 
[ 0302 ] The second solar cell unit 17 may or may not be 
integrated into a circuit , which is similar to the first solar cell 
circuit 34 as described above . 
[ 0303 ] FIG . 5 shows a detailed view of a further UAV 
assembly that includes a second UAV protection storage 
device 1 ' with two UAVs 2 ' . Parts of the second UAV 
protection storage device 1 ' that are identical or similar with 
parts of the first UAV protection storage device 1 have the 
same reference numeral as those in FIG . 1 , with a prime 
symbol added . 
[ 0304 ] In FIG . 5 , the second UAV protection storage 
device 1 ' comprises an enclosure box 10 ' with an enclosure 
compartment di - eider 121 that separates an enclosure lower 
compartment 118 from an enclosure upper compartment 
119. The enclosure compartment divider 121 further com 
prises a first opening 122a and a second opening 122b . 
[ 0305 ] The lower compartment 118 comprises a lower first 
conveyor 123 , a lower second conveyor 124 , an upper first 
conveyor 125 , and an upper second conveyor 126. The 
conveyors 123 , 124 , 125 and 126 serve to transport parcels 
72a , 726 , 72c , 72d , and 72e to and from an inter - conveyor 
parcel manipulator 127. The inter - conveyor parcel manipu 
lator 127 provides the primary means of transferring the 
parcels 72a between the conveyors 123 and 124 and the 
conveyors 125 and 126 . 
[ 0306 ] A first scissor lift assembly 120a and a second 
scissor lift assembly 120b are provided in the upper com 
partment 119 , the scissor lift assemblies 120a and 120b each 
comprise a UAV platform 130 , which carries the UAV 2 ' . 
[ 0307 ] The UAV platform 130 comprises an aperture 133 , 
which passes from its bottom surface to its top surface . A 
conveyor - to - UAV parcel manipulator 128 is mounted on the 
bottom surface of the UAV platform 130 to facilitate the 
transfer of parcels 72a from the conveyors 125 and 126 to 
the UAV 2 ' via the aperture 133 of the UAV platform 130 . 
[ 0308 ] A beacon unit 131 is further provided on the UAV 
platform 130 , as well as a wireless charging unit 132. The 
beacon unit 131 and the wireless charging unit 132 interact 
with the UAV 2 ' in same way as the way the beacon unit 31 
and the wireless charging unit 32 interact with the UAV 2 
described in FIG . 1 . 
[ 0309 ] The components in FIG . 5 that are similar in form 
and function to those described in FIG . 1 are the vibration 
sensor and mercury switch assembly 40 ' , the central control 

unit 50 ' , the electrical energy storage 60 ' , the communication 
unit 70 ' and the GPS unit 71 ' . These components are shown 
to be located in the upper compartment 119 but they may 
also be located in the lower compartment 118 . 
[ 0310 ] The UAVs 2 comprise a carrier unit not shown 
here — for attaching objects , such as the parcel 72a or further 
devices , that can be remotely released . 
[ 0311 ] In a general sense , the second UAV protection 
storage device 1 ' as described in FIG . 5 provides the 
expanded capability for retrieving and storing up to two 
UAVs 2 ' within a protective enclosure at the end of their 
flight operations , or at the beginning of flight operations for 
one UAV 2 ' , and the end of one flight operation for the other 
UAV 2 ' . The protective , safety and electrical energy storage 
features of the second UAV protection storage device l ' in 
FIG . 5 are similar to the features described for the first UAV 
protection storage device 1 in FIG . 1 . 
[ 0312 ] The scissor lift assemblies 120a and 120b shown in 
FIG . 5 provide the similar function to the scissor lift 
assembly 20 of FIG . 1 , by elevating the UAV platform 130 
in order to cater for maximum safety clearance for the UAVs 
2 ' during take - off and landing operations . While the UAV 
platform 130 in FIG . 5 serves the basic function as a 
dedicated take - off and landing surface similarly to the UAV 
platform 30 as described in FIG . 1. , the UAV platform 130 
further provides the means to transfer parcels 72a from the 
conveyors 125 and 126 to the UAV 2 ' . 
[ 0313 ] A UAV carrying a parcel from a departure point to 
an arrival point can select a path with UAV relay points , 
these relay points being composed of UAV protection stor 
age devices with available storage space , so that the UAV 
with consumed power supply can bring the parcel to other 
fully charged UAVs , and for the parcel to reach the arrival 
point in the shortest amount of time . Once the path is 
determined , the UAV carrying a parcel will travel towards 
the first UAV protection storage device . Once it is flying 
above or nearby the first UAV protection storage device , the 
first UAV protection storage device opens its sliding covers 
to reveal its available storage space . The UAV 2 ' with parcel 
lands on its UAV platform 130 and is lowered into the UAV 
protection storage device , in order to replenish its batteries . 
The sliding covers of the UAV protection storage device 
close to seal the UAV and its contents inside the UAV 
protection storage device during charge or parcel transfer . 
The parcel can either stay on the same UAV until the UAV 
battery is fully charged and for the journey to continue if 
travel time is not a constraint , or the parcel can be transferred 
to another fully charged UAV 2 ' located in an adjacent UAV 
protection storage device to minimize overall travel time of 
the parcel . For the parcel transfer to take place , the first UAV 
2 ' releases the parcel onto a conveyor belt system located 
below its UAV platform 130. Once released , the parcel 
moves inside a space with a length composed of the length 
of both boxes above it , towards and below the fully charged 
UAV . The fully charged UAV's conveyor - to - UAV parcel 
manipulator 128b reaches for the parcel and secures it , in the 
same way as the first incoming UAV's conveyor - to - UAV 
parcel manipulator 128a . Meanwhile the first UAV transfers 
the flight path to the second UAV . Once the parcel is secured 
on the fully charged UAV , weather , human or animal prox 
imity and other conditions are checked so that it is safe for 
the UAV to take off . With all external conditions checked 
and deemed acceptable , the sliding covers open , the UAV 
platform rises , and the UAV takes off applies the original 
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route determined by the first UAV , whose destination is 
either the final arrival point or the next UAV protection 
storage device as a relay point for the parcel to be transferred 
to another fully charged UAV . 
[ 0314 ] FIG . 6 shows a schematic view of the second UAV 
protection storage device of FIG . 5 , in which its first sliding 
cover 11 ' and its second sliding cover 12 ' are in their first 
positions , and a movable middle cover 113 is in its first 
position . 
[ 0315 ] FIG . 7 shows a schematic view of the second UAV 
protection storage device of FIG . 5 , in which its first sliding 
cover 11 ' and its second sliding cover 12 ' are in their second 
positions , and the movable middle cover 113 is in its second 
position 
[ 0316 ] FIG . 8 shows another UAV module . The UAV 
module includes a UAV protection storage device 1 " and a 
tethered UAV 2 " . The UAV 2 " is connected to the UAV 
protection storage device 1 " by a cable . 
[ 0317 ] The tethered UAV 2 " also includes an onboard 
battery 4 " , a plurality of UAV sensors , a wireless data 
transceiver , and a UAV controller . The UAV sensors , the 
wireless data transceiver , and the controller are not shown in 
FIG . 1. The UAV sensors comprise sensors deemed neces 
sary for a particular mission , such as a surveillance camera , 
a LIDAR sensor , or infrared sensor . The LIDAR sensor 
allows a surveying technology to measure distance by 
illuminating a target with a laser light . The controller is 
electrically connected to the battery 4 " , the UAV sensors , 
and the wireless data transceiver . 
[ 0318 ] The UAV 2 " also comprises a parcel carrier unit 
not shown here for attaching , carrying , and releasing 
objects . The parcel carrier unit is also called a claw . 
[ 0319 ] Referring to the UAV protection storage device 1 " , 
it includes an enclosure box 10 " , an electrical cable assem 
bly , a scissor lift assembly 20 " , and an electrical module . 
The scissor lift assembly 20 " is placed inside the enclosure 
box 10 " . 
[ 0320 ] The enclosure box 10 " comprises a pair of sliding 
covers , namely a first sliding cover 11 " and a second sliding 
cover 12 " , and an electric cover drive unit . The electric cover 
drive unit is not shown in FIG . 1. The electric cover drive 
unit is adapted for moving the first sliding cover 11 " and the 
second sliding cover 12 " along a sliding path . 
[ 0321 ] The scissor lift assembly 20 " comprises a movable 
UAV platform 30 " with a lifting mechanism , a UAV guid 
ance beacon unit 31 " , and a wireless power - charging trans 
mitter 32 " . The guidance beacon unit 31 " and the wireless 
power - charging transmitter 32 " are positioned in the vicinity 
of the platform 30 " . 
[ 0322 ] The electrical module includes a plurality of 
ground sensors , a communication unit 70 " , a central control 
unit 50 " , and an electrical power supply module . The 
electrical power supply module is electrically connected to 
the ground sensors , to the communication unit 70 " , and to 
the central control unit 50 " . 
[ 0323 ] In detail , the box sensors comprise a weather 
sensor 14 " , two external movement sensors 15 " , a tamper 
vibration sensor and mercury switch assembly 40 " , and a 
Global Positioning System ( GPS ) tracker unit 71 " . The GPS 
tracker unit 71 " is also called a positional tracking unit . 
[ 0324 ] The power module includes a fuel cell 6 " , a first 
solar cell unit 16 " with a second solar cell unit 17 " , and an 
electrical energy storage 60 " . The first solar cell unit 16 " is 
mounted to an external surface of the first sliding cover 11 " , 

while the second solar cell unit 17 " is mounted to an external 
surface of the second sliding cover 12 " for receiving sun 
light . The fuel cell 6 " is placed inside the enclosure box 10 " . 
The electrical energy storage 60 " is electrically connected to 
the fuel cell 6 " , the first solar cell unit 16 " , and the second 
solar cell unit 17 " . 
[ 0325 ] The electrical cable assembly comprises a cable 
spool 80 " with a shielded electrical supply line 81 " . 
[ 0326 ] The shielded electrical supply line 81 " has an 
elongated shape . One end of the shielded electrical supply 
line 81 " is electrically connected to the electrical energy 
storage 60 " while another end of the shielded electrical 
supply line 81 " is electrically connected to a power supply 
of the UAV 2 " . A part of the shield electrical supply line 81 " 
is wrapped about the cable spool 80 " . 
[ 0327 ] In a further embodiment , the electrical energy 
storage 60 " is electrically connected with an energy source 
of a vehicle that transports the mobile UAV protection 
storage device 1 " . 
[ 0328 ] In another embodiment , the electrical energy stor 
age 60 " is replaced by an energy source of a vehicle that 
transports the mobile UAV protection storage device 1 " . 
[ 0329 ] In a further embodiment , the electrical energy 
storage 60 " is electrically connected with or be replaced by 
an energy source of a vehicle not shown here that trans 
ports the mobile UAV protection storage device 1 " . 
[ 0330 ] In another embodiment , the electrical energy stor 
age 60 " is electrically connected with or be replaced by an 
alternative energy source , for example , a hydrogen fuel cell 
system . 
[ 0331 ] In a further embodiment , the solar cell units 16 and 
17 are mounted on the ground for receiving sunlight . 
[ 0332 ] In use , the UAV 2 " acts as an aircraft without a 
human pilot aboard the UAV 2 " . 
[ 0333 ] The UAV 2 " is intended for taking - off and landing 
essentially in the vertical direction . In detail , the UAV 2 " 
moves upward , essentially in the vertical direction , for 
leaving the UAV protection storage device 1 " . The UAV 2 " 
also moves downwards , essentially in the vertical direction , 
for returning to the UAV protection storage device 1 " . 
[ 0334 ] The wireless data transceiver of the UAV 2 " is used 
for communicating with the communication unit 70 " of the 
UAV protection storage device 1 " . In a general sense , the 
wireless data transceiver can also communicate with a 
remote UAV management module or a remote UAV pilot . 
[ 0335 ] In one embodiment , for security , the communica 
tion unit 70 " encrypts and decrypts data using strong encryp 
tion methods , such as Advanced Encryption Standard 
( AES ) , Triple Data Encryption Algorithm ( TDEA or Triple 
DEA ) , or any such equivalent cryptographically strong 
methods . 
[ 0336 ] The UAV sensors are used for taking measure 
ments , especially when the UAV 2 " is flying or is in the air . 
As an example , the UAV sensors can include a surveillance 
camera that is used for taking aerial pictures of the ground . 
The UAV sensors can also include a temperature and humid 
ity sensor for measuring temperature and humidity of the 
atmosphere . 
[ 0337 ] The wireless data transceiver is also used for 
sending the sensor measurements to the communication unit 
70 " . 
[ 0338 ] Referring to the UAV protection storage device 1 " , 
it serves as a protective enclosure for receiving and storing 
the UAV 2 " . 
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[ 0339 ] The electric cover drive unit receives electrical 
energy from the electrical energy storage 60 " for moving the 
first sliding cover 11 " and the second sliding cover 12 " , 
when the central control unit 50 " activates or energizes the 
electric cover drive unit . 
[ 0340 ] The first sliding cover 11 " together with and the 
second sliding cover 12 " provides two positions , namely an 
open position and a closed position . 
[ 0341 ] The open position allows the UAV 2 " to enter or 
leave the enclosure box 10 " . The closed position acts to 
protect the UAV 2 " , which is placed inside the enclosure box 
10 " , from external effects of weather , such as rain , snow , 
dust , and water , and from insects and animals . 
[ 0342 ] Referring to the scissor lift assembly 20 " , the 
platform 30 " serves to support or bear the weight of the UAV 
2 " . 
[ 0343 ] The beacon unit 31 " is intended for guiding the 
UAV 2 " to land accurately on the UAV platform 30 " . In 
detail , the beacon unit 31 " emits an optical electro - magnetic 
guidance signal , which can be received by a receiver of a 
nearby UAV . The nearby UAV then uses the guidance signal 
to locate and to align with the UAV platform 30 " in order to 
land accurately on the UAV platform 30 " . 
[ 0344 ] The lifting mechanism is used for placing the 
platform 30 " at an elevated position and at a storing position . 
[ 0345 ] In the elevated position , an upper level of the UAV 
platform 30 " is placed essentially flush with the upper 
surface of the enclosure box 10 " . This elevated position 
allows the UAV 2 " to take - off easily from the enclosure box 
10 " . Put differently , the UAV 2 " can leave the enclosure box 
10 " easily and safely without the flying UAV 2 " damaging 
any part of the UAV protection storage device 1 " . This 
elevated position also allows the UAV 2 " to land easily and 
safely on the UAV platform 30 " . 
[ 0346 ] The storing position allows the UAV 2 " , which is 
resting on the platform 30 " , to be placed inside the enclosure 
box 10 " , wherein the sliding covers 11 " and 12 " can be 
placed in the closed position . 
[ 0347 ] Referring to the ground sensors , the weather sensor 
14 " measures ambient precipitations and surrounding tem 
perature of the enclosure box 10 " as well as wind speed and 
direction , and dust levels . The weather sensor 14 " then sends 
the measurement information to the central control unit 50 " . 
[ 0348 ] The two external movement sensors 15 " detect the 
presence of people or animals , which are in the vicinity of 
the UAV protection storage device 1 " . The two external 
movement sensors 15 " later transmit the detection informa 
tion to the central control unit 50 " . 
[ 0349 ] Any unauthorized attempt to lift or move the UAV 
protection storage device 1 " would trigger the vibration 
sensor and mercury switch assembly 40 " , which sends an 
alert data to the central control unit 50 " . Any mission critical 
information that is stored is then immediately and securely 
erased . 
[ 0350 ] The vibration sensor and mercury switch assembly 
40 " provides a means for detecting tampering of the UAV 
protection storage device 1 " . An unauthorized person , forc 
ing the sliding covers 11 " and 12 " to open , often also causes 
the sliding covers 11 " and 12 " to vibrate . This vibration can 
then serve as an indication of tampering . The vibration 
sensor and mercury switch assembly 40 " afterward sends the 
vibration information to the central control unit 50 " . 

[ 0351 ] The GPS tracker unit 71 " provides location infor 
mation of the UAV protection storage device 1 " . The GPS 
tracker unit 71 ' transmits the location information to the 
central control unit 50 " . 
[ 0352 ] The communication unit 70 " serves as a transmitter 
and a receiver of data between the central control unit 50 " 
and an external device , such as the UAV 2 " , a remote UAV 
management module , a remote UAV pilot , or another UAV 
protection storage device . 
[ 0353 ] In detail , the communication unit 70 " receives 
sensor measurement data , such aerial pictures data , from the 
UAV sensors of the UAV 2 " . The communication unit 70 " 
then sends the received sensor measurement data or instruc 
tions to the central control unit 50 " . 
[ 0354 ] The communication unit 70 " sends instructions , 
which includes flight data , to the UAV 2 " for the UAV 2 " to 
perform 
[ 0355 ] The central control unit 50 " is equipped a software 
program for processing or treating information , namely 
weather sensor measurement information , external move 
ment sensor detection information , sensor vibration infor 
mation , and the tracker unit location information . The cen 
tral control unit 50 " can also treat information from the UAV 
2 " . 
[ 0356 ] The central control unit 50 " later generates instruc 
tions for the protection storage device 1 " according to the 
received information . The central control unit 50 " also 
generates instructions , such as flight commands , according 
to the received information and sends the generated instruc 
tions to the UAV 2 " . 
[ 0357 ] As an example , the central control unit 50 " can 
activate the electric cover drive unit to move the sliding 
covers 11 " and 12 " of the protection storage device 1 " to the 
closed position , when information from the weather sensor 
14 " indicates the absence of snow , rain , frost , sand , or other 
harmful particles in the vicinity of the UAV protection 
storage device 1 " . 
[ 0358 ] The central control unit 50 " later provides instruc 
tions for elevating the platform 30 " to allow the UAV 2 " to 
leave the UAV protection storage device 1 " . 
[ 0359 ] The central control unit 50 " also generates instruc 
tions for alerting a user , when information from the external 
movement sensors 15 " indicates the presence of people or 
animal in the vicinity of the UAV protection storage device 
1 " . 
[ 0360 ] The central control unit 50 " also generates instruc 
tions for alerting security when information from the vibra 
tion sensor and mercury switch assembly 40 " and / or the 
GPS tracker unit 71 " indicates theft or unauthorized move 
ment of the UAV protection storage device 1 " . 
[ 0361 ] Referring to the power module , the fuel cell 6 " 
converts the chemical energy from a fuel into electricity , 
which is later transmitted to the electrical energy storage 60 " 
for storing . 
[ 0362 ] The solar cell units 16 " and 17 " receive sunlight , 
wherein the solar cell units 16 " and 17 " convert energy from 
the received sunlight into electrical energy , which is then 
sent to the electrical energy storage 60 " for storing . 
[ 0363 ] The electrical energy storage 60 " provides energy 
to electrical parts of the UAV protection storage device 1 " , 
especially to the wireless power charging transmitter for 
charging the battery 4 " of the UAV 2 " . 
[ 0364 ] The power module has an advantage of receiving 
from dual sources . Moreover , the solar cell units 16 " and 17 " 
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allow the UAV protection storage device 1 " to receive 
energy from a naturally sustainable resource , the sun . On the 
hand , the fuel cell 6 " provides a different means for supply 
ing energy that is not dependent on the sun . This is espe 
cially important when the UAV protection storage device 1 " 
is operating in remote geographical regions where logistical 
support for providing electrical power supply is restricted . 
[ 0365 ] Referring to the electrical cable assembly , the cable 
spool 80 " is used for winding and unwinding the shielded 
electrical supply line 81 " . In other words , one part of the 
shielded electrical supply line 81 " can be wounded or 
wrapped around the cable spool 80 " while another part of the 
shielded electrical supply line 81 " can be unwounded or be 
released from the cable spool 80 " . 
[ 0366 ] The central control unit 50 " actuates or rotates the 
cable spool 80 " for adjusting the released length of the 
shielded electrical supply line 81 " . The central control unit 
50 " often adjusts the released length in order to allow the 
operating UAV 2 " to reach a predetermined flight altitude . 
[ 0367 ] In a special embodiment , the electrical supply line 
81 " is enclosed in an armored cable . The armored cable has 
an outer layer of metal . The metal can include steel or 
aluminum material . The metal layer can be provided in the 
form of strands . 
[ 0368 ] The metal layer mechanically protects the electri 
cal supply line 81 " from being easily cut and from rainwater . 
The steel layer can also act be connected to electrical earth 
point for electrically shielding the electrical supply line 81 " . 
[ 0369 ] The UAV protection storage device 1 " receives 
telemetry or sensor data from the UAV 2 " , and adjusts the 
released length of the shielded electrical supply line 81 " 
accordingly to ensure that the supply line 81 " is always kept 
substantially taut , without being tight . The UAV protection 
storage device 1 " also uses information from force sensors 
as explained below . 
[ 0370 ] A further feature of the central control unit 50 " is 
that it makes use of the amount of supply line 81 " , which has 
been laid out or released to help maintain checkpoints of 
commands given to the UAV 2 " . 
[ 0371 ] As an example , the UAV 2 " is commanded to turn 
left when 20 meters of the supply line 81 " has been laid out , 
and then again commanded to turn right when 25 meters of 
the supply line 81 " is laid out . 
[ 0372 ] Such information can also aid to calculate the 
position of the UAV 2 " in the event of no or poor GPS 
reception . 
[ 0373 ] Alternatively , a mechanical spring or an internal 
cable length control device can adjust the released length of 
the shielded electrical supply line 81 " . 
[ 0374 ] The electrical supply line 81 " allows electrical 
energy to be transferred from the electrical energy storage 
60 " to a power supply of the UAV 2 " . 
[ 0375 ] This often provides a large electrical energy to 
propulsion units of the UAV 2 " , thereby allowing the UAV 
2 " to carry heavier objects . The large energy can also serve 
to lengthen the flight duration of the UAV 2 ' . 
[ 0376 ] In summary , this embodiment provides a UAV 
module with a UAV storage device and a UAV . The UAV has 
an unattended sensor , wherein the UAV can be operated 
without human intervention . In other words , the sensor can 
take measurement without being attended to . The UAV 
module does not require users to travel to the UAV module 
for operating it . The UAV module can operate automatically . 
The UAV can also be triggered by an event , by a schedule , 

or by demand . The UAV storage device can also be operate 
all the time , being powered primarily by the sun and 
secondarily by a fuel cell . The UAV module can also decide 
locally regarding the UAV flight safety . The battery of the 
UAV can be charged wirelessly while its sensor data can be 
transferred wirelessly . The UAV module can be networked 
with other UAV module to serve as the Internet of Things . 
[ 0377 ] FIG . 9 depicts an improved UAV assembly with a 
tethering assembly . 
[ 0378 ] FIG.9 shows a tethering assembly 215 for the UAV 
assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0379 ] The UAV assembly 200 includes a UAV 202 and a 
UAV protection storage device 201 . 
[ 0380 ] In particular , the UAV 202 comprises a plurality of 
rotor motors 222 and a battery 204 for selectively energizing 
the rotor motors 222 . 
[ 0381 ] The UAV protection storage device 201 includes an 
electrical energy storage 260 , a central control unit 250 , and 
a wind sensor 270. The electrical energy storage 260 and the 
wind sensor 270 are electrically connected to the central 
control unit 250 . 
[ 0382 ] In a general sense , an environmental sensor can 
replace the wind sensor 270 . 
[ 0383 ] In detail , the tethering assembly 215 includes a 
UAV force sensor 230 , a storage device cable spool assem 
bly 240 , and a cable 280. The cable 280 extends from the 
UAV force sensor 230 to the storage device cable spool 
assembly 240 . 
[ 0384 ] The UAV force sensor 230 is attached to the UAV 
202 and to the cable 280 . 
[ 0385 ] Referring to the cable spool assembly 240 , it is 
placed inside the UAV protection storage device 201. The 
cable spool assembly 240 includes a cable spool 300 , a spool 
motor 305 with a spool rotational sensor 310 , a spool bracket 
320 with a plurality of spool force sensors 325 , and a 
mounting plate 330 . 
[ 0386 ] The cable spool 300 is adapted for winding and 
unwinding the cable 280 . 
[ 0387 ] The spool motor 305 is mechanically engaged with 
the cable spool 300 for rotating the cable spool 300. The 
spool motor 305 is electrically connected to the central 
control unit 250 . 
[ 0388 ] The spool rotational sensor 310 is adapted for 
measuring the number of rotations of the cable spool 300 . 
The spool rotational sensor 310 is also electrically connected 
to the central control unit 250 . 
[ 0389 ] The spool bracket 320 is configured for holding 
and supporting the cable spool 300 together with the spool 
motor 305 and the spool rotational sensor 310 . 
[ 0390 ] The force sensors 325 are connected to the spool 
bracket 320 and to the mounting bracket 330 , which is 
attached to a part of the storage device 201. The force 
sensors 325 are electrically connected to the central control 
unit 250 . 
[ 0391 ] Referring to the cable 280 , a part of the cable 280 
is wrapped around the cable spool . The cable 280 includes 
a power supply electrical wire , a sensor signal wire , and a 
shielding tube . The shielding tube encloses the power supply 
electrical wire and the sensor signal wire . 
[ 0392 ] One end of the power supply electrical wire is 
electrically connected to the electrical energy storage 260 of 
the UAV protection storage device 201 while another end of 
the power supply electrical wire is electrically connected to 
the battery 204 of the UAV 202. One end of the sensor signal 
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wire is electrically connected to the central control unit 250 
of the UAV protection storage device 201 while another end 
of the sensor signal wire is electrically connected to the UAV 
force sensor 230 of the UAV 202 . 
[ 0393 ] In use , the power supply electrical wire transfers 
electrical energy from the electrical energy storage 260 of 
the UAV protection storage device 201 to the battery 204 of 
the UAV 202 , wherein the battery 204 stores this energy . 
[ 0394 ] The battery 204 provides electrical energy to the 
rotor motors 222 and to the UAV force sensor 230 . 
[ 0395 ] The energized rotor motor 222 exerts a thrust or 
force for lifting the UAV 202 together with any load or 
measurement sensors upward and forward , in order for the 
UAV 202 to fly along a desired flight route . 
[ 0396 ] The spool bracket 320 holds and supports the 
weight of the cable spool 300 and any cable 280 that is 
wound around the cable spool 300 , the weight of the spool 
motor 305 , and the weight of the spool rotational sensor 310 . 
[ 0397 ] The spool motor 305 rotates or turns the cable 
spool 300 according to an activation signal from the central 
control unit 250. In other words , the central control unit 250 
activates or energies the spool motor 305 in order for 
rotating the cable spool 300. The activation can be done 
according to telemetry or sensor information collected by 
the UAV 202 and to information from the force sensors 325 , 
as indicated below . 
[ 0398 ] The rotation of the cable spool 300 acts to wind or 
unwind the cable 280. Put differently , the rotation of the 
cable spool 300 , in one specific direction , serves to release 
a specific length of the cable 280 , thereby lengthening the 
released cable 280 for allowing the UAV 202 to be separated 
further from the UAV protection storage device 201. Simi 
larly , the rotation of the cable spool 300 , in the reverse 
direction , serves to shorten the length of the released cable 
280 . 
[ 0399 ] The spool rotational sensor 310 measures the num 
ber of rotation of the cable spool 300 and sends the spool 
rotational information to the central control unit 250. The 
central control unit 250 can then use the spool rotational 
information to determine the length as well as weight of the 
released cable 280 . 
[ 0400 ] The wind sensor 270 measures the speed of wind 
that is in the vicinity of the cable 280 and sends the wind 
speed measurement to the central control unit 250 . 
[ 0401 ] The force sensors 325 of the cable spool assembly 
240 measure a strain or force that is exerted by the spool 
bracket 320 onto the mounting bracket 330. This force 
includes the weight of the spool bracket 320 , the cable spool 
300 together with any cable 280 that is wound around the 
cable spool 300 , the spool motor 305 , and the spool rota 
tional sensor 310. This force also includes any force that a 
wind exerts on the released cable 280. The force sensor 325 
then transmits this force measurement to the central control 
unit 250 . 
[ 0402 ] The force sensor 230 of the UAV 202 measures a 
strain or a force that is exerted by the cable 280 onto the 
UAV 202. This force includes the weight of the released 
cable 280 , which is not wound around the spool 300. This 
force also includes any force that a wind exerts on the 
released cable 280. The force sensor 230 then transmits the 
force measurement to the central control unit 250 via the 
sensor signal wire . 
[ 0403 ] In another implementation , the spool rotational 
sensor 310 is replaced by a distance measurement device 

that includes a transmitter for sending a signal to the UAV 
202 and a receiver for receiving a reflection of the signal 
from the UAV 202 in order to determine the distance of the 
UVA 202 from the measuring device . 
[ 0404 ] One method of operating the UAV assembly 200 is 
provided below . The method allows the UAV 202 to be 
tethered to the UAV protection storage device 201 , wherein 
the released cable between the UAV 202 is only a bit loose . 
[ 0405 ] The method includes a step of the cable 280 being 
fully wrapped around the cable spool 300 . 
[ 0406 ] The central control unit 250 then activates the 
spool motor 305 to rotate the cable spool 300 for a prede 
termined period in order to release the cable 280 . 
[ 0407 ] The central control unit 250 then checks to verify 
that the UAV 202 has flown further and that the UAV 202 has 
taken up the weight of the released cable 280 . 
[ 0408 ] This check is performed by the central control unit 
250 , which receives the spool rotational information from 
the spool rotational sensor 310 . 
[ 0409 ] The central control unit 250 later computes the 
weight of the released cable 280 according to the received 
spool rotational information . 
[ 0410 ] The central control unit 250 also receives the force 
measurement from the force sensor 230 of the UAV 202. The 
force measurement provides an indication of the weight of 
the released cable 280 being carried by the UAV 202 . 
[ 0411 ] Following this , the central control unit 250 com 
pares the computed weight of the released cable 280 with the 
measurement from the UAV force sensor 230 . 
[ 0412 ] The UAV force sensor measurement does not differ 
from the computed weight by a pre - determined amount , the 
central control unit 250 considers that the UAV 202 has 
flown further and has taken up fully the weight of the 
released cable 280 . 
[ 0413 ] If the UAV force sensor measurement is less than 
the computed weight , the central control unit 250 considers 
that the UAV 202 has not taken up fully the weight of the 
released cable 280. In order words , the released cable is too 
loose . The central control unit 250 then activates the spool 
motor 305 to rotate the cable spool 300 in order to wrap or 
wind the cable 280 around the cable spool 300 . 
[ 0414 ] After this , the central control unit 250 checks 
whether more cable should be released . 
[ 0415 ] The central control unit 250 receives a force mea 
surement from the force sensor 325 of the cable spool 
assembly 240 . 
[ 0416 ) The central control unit 250 then compares the 
force measurement with a predetermined limit , which 
includes or account for the weight of the released cable 280 . 
( 0417 ] If the force measurement exceeds the predeter 
mined limit , the central control unit 250 considers that the 
released cable length is too short and that the UAV 202 is 
pulling or stretching the cable 280. The central control unit 
250 then activates the spool motor 305 to rotate the cable 
spool 300 in order to release the cable 280 . 
[ 0418 ] The desired final released cable length is deter 
mined according to a mission requirement of the UAV 202 . 
[ 0419 ] This method aims to allow the released cable 
length for tethering of the UAV 202 to be just a bit loose . In 
other words , the released cable length is slightly more than 
a separation distance between the UAV 202 and the cable 
spool 300. This then allows the UAV 202 to operate properly 
without any hindrance by the cable 280. The UAV 202 can 
have a stable landing on a landing platform of the UAV 
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protection storage device 201 and can have a stable take - off 
from the UAV protection storage device 201. Furthermore , 
the released cable is not so loose such that its weight is too 
heavy , thereby exerting an unnecessary burden on the rotor 
motors 222 of the UAV 202 . 
[ 0420 ] In short , the tethering of the UAV 202 extends 
flying duration of the UAV 202. The tethering provides a 
safety flying limit for the UAV 202 . 
[ 0421 ] In another embodiment , the method includes a step 
of obtaining wind speed from the wind sensor 270 . 
[ 0422 ] The central control unit 250 then takes into account 
the effect of the wind speed for the above - mentioned steps . 
[ 0423 ] FIG . 10 shows a force sensor 350 for the tethering 
assembly of FIG . 9 . 
[ 0424 ] The force sensor 350 includes a plurality of strain 
gauges 360 and a metal plate 370 , which includes an 
external force reception area 380 . 
[ 0425 ] The force reception area 380 is used for received an 
external force , which acts to deform the metal plate 370 
elastically by a small amount such that the deformed metal 
returns to its original shape when the external force is 
removed . 
[ 0426 ] The strain gauges 360 are attached to metal plate 
370 for measuring this deformation that is used to determine 
the strain exerted by the external force on the metal plate 
370 . 
[ 0427 ] In another embodiment , this deformation or strain 
is measured by measuring a change of an electrical resis 
tance of the deformed area . 
[ 0428 ] FIG . 11 depicts an improved UAV assembly with 
an improved beacon unit . 
[ 0429 ] FIG . 11 shows an improved beacon unit 400 for the 
UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0430 ] The beacon unit 400 includes a light module 410 
with a camera module 420 for guiding a UAV to a platform 
of a UAV protection storage device . 
[ 0431 ] The light module 410 includes an infrared ( IR ) 
light source 430 with visible light sources 440 and a cover 
plate 455. The infrared light source 430 , the visible light 
sources 440 , and the cover plate 455 are mounted on a top 
surface of the platform . The cover plate 455 includes a 
plurality of openings 460 and it is placed above the infrared 
light source 430 and the visible light sources 440 . 
[ 0432 ] The camera module 420 includes an infrared cam 
era 470 and a visible light camera 480. The infrared camera 
470 and the visible light camera 480 are attached to the UAV . 
[ 0433 ] In a general sense , the infrared camera 470 and the 
visible light camera 480 can be provided in the form of a 
single integrated camera . 
[ 0434 ] FIG . 13 shows a light patte 550 of the beacon 
unit 400. The light pattern 550 includes an infrared pattern 
and a visible light ray pattern . 
[ 0435 ] In use , the infrared light source 430 emits infrared 
light rays , which pass through the openings 460 of the cover 
plate 455 to form the infrared pattern , which is depicted in 
FIG . 13 . 
[ 0436 ] The infrared camera 470 senses the infrared pattern 
for guiding the UAV towards the landing platform . 
[ 0437 ] Similarly , the visible light sources 440 emit visible 
light rays , which pass through the openings 460 of the cover 
plate 455 to form the visible light ray pattern , which is 
depicted in FIG . 13 . 
[ 0438 ] The visible light camera 480 senses the visible light 
pattern for guiding the UAV towards the landing platform . 

[ 0439 ] The visible light rays and the infrared light rays 
have different wavelengths , by way of an example of a graph 
500 of FIG . 12. The graph 500 shows a relationship of light 
intensity and wavelength of light rays of the beacon unit of 
FIG . 11 . 
[ 0440 ] The different types of light rays are used in differ 
ent situations . 
[ 0441 ] In the event of rain , which can block the infrared 
light rays and cause difficulty in detecting the infrared light 
rays , the visible light rays are used for guiding the UAV . 
[ 0442 ] In the event of strong sunshine , which causes 
difficulty in detection of the visible lights , the infrared light 
rays are used for guiding the UAV . 
[ 0443 ] In a further embodiment , the visible light rays are 
replaced by laser light rays . The laser light rays are emitted 
coherently , thereby allowing them to be easily focused . The 
wavelength of the laser light rays can be adapted or selected 
such the laser light rays can penetrate certain objects , such 
as haze or rain . 
[ 0444 ] FIG . 14 depicts an improved UAV assembly with a 
UAV alignment unit . 
[ 0445 ] FIG . 14 shows a UAV alignment unit 560 for a 
UAV landing platform of a UAV protection storage device of 
the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0446 ] The alignment unit 560 includes a first set of 
alignment plates 563a and 563b with corresponding sliding 
mechanisms 565a and 565b and a second set of alignment 
plates 567a and 567b with corresponding sliding mecha 
nisms 569a and 569b . The first set is placed essentially at a 
right angle to the second set . 
[ 0447 ] Referring to the first set , one side of each sliding 
mechanism 565a and 565b is attached to an outer part of the 
UAV landing platform . The placement is done such that the 
sliding mechanisms 565a and 565b are facing each other and 
are placed away from each other . Another side of the sliding 
mechanism 565a and 565b is mechanically connected to the 
corresponding alignment plates 563a and 563b . The two 
alignment plates 563a and 563b are placed essentially 
parallel to each other and they are also placed above the 
UAV landing platform . 
[ 0448 ] Similarly , referring to the second set , one side of 
each sliding mechanism 569a and 569b is attached to an 
outer part of the UAV landing platform . The placement is 
done such that the sliding mechanisms 569a and 569b are 
facing each other and are placed away from each other . 
Another side of the sliding mechanism 569a and 569b is 
mechanically connected to the corresponding alignment 
plates 567a and 567b . The two alignment plates 567a and 
567b are placed essentially parallel to each other and they 
are also placed above the UAV landing platform . 
[ 0449 ] In use , the alignment unit 560 provides a resting 
position and an alignment position . 
[ 0450 ] In the resting position , the sliding mechanisms 
565a , 5656 , 569a , and 569b move the associated alignment 
plates 563a , 563b , 567a , and 567b towards outer parts of the 
UAV landing platform and away from an inner area of the 
UAV landing platform . 
[ 0451 ] The inner area of the UAV landing platform serves 
landing pad for the UAV . The landing pad is intended for 

support the weight of the UAV . 
[ 0452 ] If the UAV is not placed on the landing pad , covers 
of the UAV protection storage device may not close properly 
in that parts of the UAV can block the closing of the covers . 
In practice , the UAV may land slightly away from the 
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landing pad due to wind or other factors . The alignment unit 
560 advantageously acts to correct the position of the UAV . 
[ 0453 ] In the alignment position , the sliding mechanisms 
565a , 5656 , 569a , and 569b move the associated alignment 
plates 563a , 563b , 567a , and 567b towards the inner area of 
the UAV landing platform . This allows the alignment plates 
563a , 563b , 567a , and 567b to push a UAV , which has 
landed on the UAV landing platform , towards the landing 
pad . The UAV may not be placed precisely on the landing 
pad . The alignment plates 563a , 563b , 567a , and 567b then 
act to push the UAV to the landing pad . 
[ 0454 ] FIG . 15 depicts another improved UAV assembly 
with a further UAV alignment unit . 
[ 0455 ] FIG . 15 shows another UAV alignment unit 572 for 
a UAV landing platform of a UAV protection storage device 
of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8. The UAV alignment 
unit 572 provides a means of guiding the UAV towards a 
UAV landing pad . 
[ 0456 ] The UAV alignment unit 572 is placed above the 
UAV landing platform . The UAV alignment unit 572 
includes a set of inclined outer walls 574 , which surrounds 
a landing pad 576. Lower parts of the inclined outer walls 
574 are attached to the landing pad 576. The landing pad 576 
can be provided as a part of the UAV landing platform . 
[ 0457 ] In use , the land pad 576 serves as a receiving area 
for a UAV . 
[ 0458 ] The inclined outer walls 574 act to push and guide 
the UAV toward the land pad 576. During landing , the UAV 
moves downward toward the land pad 576. If the UAV is not 
positioned directly above the land pad 576 , parts of the UAV 
can touch the inclined outer walls 574 , wherein the inclined 
outer walls 574 then guide the UAV toward the land pad 576 . 
[ 0459 ] FIG . 16 depicts a further improved UAV assembly 
with a further UAV alignment unit . 
[ 0460 ] FIG . 16 shows a further UAV alignment unit 580 
for a UAV platform of a UAV protection storage device of 
the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8. The UAV alignment unit 
580 provides another means of guiding the UAV towards a 
UAV landing pad . 
[ 0461 ] The UAV alignment unit 580 is placed above the 
UAV landing platform . The UAV alignment unit 580 
includes a set of moveable outer walls 582 , which surrounds 
a landing pad 584. Lower parts of the outer walls 582 are 
attached to the landing pad 584. Each outer wall 582 can 
pivot or rotate about an area , which is placed essentially on 
the landing pad 584 . 
[ 0462 ] The landing pad 584 can be provided as a part of 
the UAV landing platform . 
[ 0463 ] In use , landing pad 584 serves as a receiving area 
for a UAV . 
[ 0464 ] The outer walls 582 pivot outwards for receiving 
the UAV . The outer walls 582 can also pivot inwards for 
pushing the received UAV toward the landing pad 584 . 
[ 0465 ] FIG . 17 depicts an improved UAV assembly with a 
UAV position detector unit . 
[ 0466 ] FIG . 17 shows a UAV position detector unit 590 for 
a UAV landing platform 592 of a UAV protection storage 
device of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0467 ] The UAV position detector unit 590 includes a set 
of weight sensors 595 , which are placed below different 
outer parts of the UAV landing platform 592 . 
[ 0468 ] In use , the UAV landing platform 592 acts to 
receive a UAV , wherein the UAV exerts its weight on parts 
of the landing platform 592 . 

[ 0469 ] The weight sensors 595 act to measure the weight 
being exerted on the different corresponding outer parts of 
the landing platform 592 . 
[ 0470 ] The different readings of the weight sensors 595 act 
to determine the position of the UAV , especially when the 
UAV is not positioned at its desired area . If the UAV position 
is at the desired position , it can block the closing of covers 
of the UAV protection storage device . 
[ 0471 ] FIGS . 17 and 18 depict an improved UAV assem 
bly with a first UAV storage box cover . 
[ 0472 ] FIGS . 18 and 19 show a horizontally moveable 
cover 600 for an enclosure box 602 of a UAV protection 
storage device of the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8. The 
moving cover 600 is placed above the enclosure box 602 . 
[ 0473 ] The enclosure box 602 is adapted for housing a first 
UAV 604 and a second UAV 606. The first UAV 604 the 
second UAV 606 are placed horizontally and are placed next 
to each other . The enclosure box 602 has an opening 607 , 
which is placed at a top part of the enclosure box 602. The 
opening 607 is configured for allowing the first UAV 604 
and the second UAV 606 to enter and to leave the enclosure 
box 602 . 
[ 0474 ] In a closed position , which is shown in FIG . 18 , the 
moving cover 600 is moved horizontally , such that it covers 
and encloses the opening 607. The moving cover 600 , in this 
position , protects the first UAV 604 and the second UAV 606 
from the environment , such as dust , sand , rain , and snow . 
[ 0475 ] In a first open position , which is shown in FIG . 19 , 
the moving cover 600 is moved horizontally in one direc 
tion , such that it covers the first UAV 604 , while allowing the 
second UAV 606 to leave the enclosure box 602 . 
[ 0476 ] In a second open position , which is shown in FIG . 
19 , the moving cover 600 is moved horizontally in the other 
direction , such that it covers the second UAV 606 , while 
allowing the first UAV 604 to leave the enclosure box 602 . 
[ 0477 ] FIGS . 20 , 21 , and 22 depict another improved UAV 
assembly with a second UAV storage box cover . 
[ 0478 ] FIGS . 20 , 21 , and 22 show another cover 610 for 
a UAV protection storage device of the UAV assembly of 
FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0479 ] The UAV protection storage device includes an 
enclosure box with an opening , which is placed at a top part 
of the enclosure box . The opening is configured for allowing 
a UAV to enter and to leave the enclosure box . 
[ 0480 ] The cover 610 includes two rotatable lids 612 . 
[ 0481 ] Each lid 612 has a covering part 614 and two side 
parts 616 . 
[ 0482 ] In detail , the side parts 616 are placed opposite to 
each other . Each side part 616 has a sector of a circle . The 
sector refers to an area of the circle that lies between two 
straight lines drawn from the center of the circle to the edge 
of the circle . 
[ 0483 ] The covering part 614 has a shape of a rectangle 
with four sides . The covering part 614 has two parallel 
connection end parts and a rotating end part with an over 
lapping end part . The connection end parts , the rotating end 
part , and the overlapping end part are placed at outer 
portions of the covering part 614 . 
[ 0484 ] The rotating end part is placed opposite to the 
overlapping end part while both the rotating end part and the 
overlapping end part are placed at a right angle to the two 
connection end parts . 
[ 0485 ] The parallel connection end parts of the covering 
part 614 are fixedly connected to the corresponding straight 
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edges of the side parts 616 such the covering part 614 is 
placed at a right angle to the side parts 616. The covering 
part 614 and the side parts 616 form a “ U ” shape . 
[ 0486 ] The rotating end part of the covering part 614 is 
rotatably connected to the opening of the enclosure box . 
[ 0487 ] In use , the cover 610 provides a closed position and 
an open position . 
[ 0488 ] In the closed position , the lids 612 are rotated such 
that their two covering parts 614 covers the opening of the 
enclosure box . The overlapping end parts of the two cover 
ing parts 614 are placed opposite to each other . 
[ 0489 ] In this position , the side parts 616 and the two 
covering parts 614 act to block effectively any snow , rain , or 
dust from entering the enclosure box . 
[ 0490 ] In the open position , the lids 612 are rotated such 
that any UAV can enter or leave the enclosure box . 
[ 0491 ] FIGS . 23 , 24 , and 25 depict a further improved 
UAV assembly with a third UAV storage box cover . 
[ 0492 ] FIGS . 23 , 24 , and 25 shows a further cover 620 for 
a UAV protection storage device of the UAV assembly of 
FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0493 ] The cover 620 includes two horizontally movable 
lids 622 . 
[ 0494 ] Each lid 622 includes a horizontal part 624 and a 
vertical part 626 , which is connected to the horizontal part 
624 such the horizontal part 624 and the vertical part 626 
form an “ L ” shape . 
[ 0495 ] One lid 622 includes a rotatable end part 626 , 
which is placed at an end part of the horizontal part 624 of 
the lid 622 . 
[ 0496 ] In the use , the cover 620 provides a closed position 
and an open position . 
[ 0497 ] In the closed position , the lids 622 are moved 
horizontally such that their horizontal parts 624 cover a UAV 
opening of a UAV enclosure box of the UAV protection 
storage device . 
[ 0498 ] Furthermore , the rotatable end part is rotated for 
covering any gap between the end parts of the horizontal 

[ 0507 ] When UAV enter or leave the enclosure box , these 
unwanted substances may enter the enclosure box . An 
operator can observe images from the internal camera 637 
and respond accordingly . 
[ 0508 ] The external camera 635 is intended for observing 
the outside of the enclosure box . When the enclosure box is 
closed , some unwanted substance , such as dust , sand , rain , 
or snow , may collected on a top part of the enclosure box . 
As an example , a few inches of snow may be collected on 
the enclosure box . These unwanted substances can affect the 
operation of the enclosure box . Similarly , an operator can 
observe images from the external camera 635 and respond 
accordingly . 
[ 0509 ] FIG . 26 depicts an improved UAV assembly with 
weed killer sprayers . 
[ 0510 ] FIG . 27 shows a set of weed killer sprayers 640 for 
a UAV protection storage device 642 of the UAV assembly 
of FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0511 ] The weed killer sprayers 640 are areas surrounding 
the UAV protection storage device 642 . 
[ 0512 ] In use , the UAV protection storage device 642 
allows for deploying of a UAV , especially in remote places 
without human intervention over a relatively long period . 
[ 0513 ] In some remotes places , especially the topics , 
plants and bushes can grow around the UAV protection 
storage device 642 and even affect the operation of the UAV 
protection storage device 642 . 
[ 0514 ] The sprayers 640 are intended for preventing these 
plants and bushes from growing around the UAV protection 
storage device 642. The sprayers 640 are used for spraying 
weed killers or other suitable chemicals , in an automatic 
manner , for preventing this growth . 
[ 0515 ] FIG . 28 depicts an improved UAV assembly with 
an animal electric fence . 
[ 0516 ] FIG . 28 shows an electric fence 650 surrounding a 
UAV protection storage device 655 of the UAV assembly of 
FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0517 ] The electric fence 650 provides electric shocks to 
deter animals or people from touching the UAV protection 
storage device 655 . 
[ 0518 ] This especially useful when deploying the UAV 
protection storage device 655 in places , where animals roam 
and are likely to come near the UAV protection storage 
device 655 . 
[ 0519 ] FIG . 29 depicts a network of sensors , which 
includes a UAV sensor of a UAV of the UAV assembly of 
FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0520 ] FIG . 29 shows a network 660 of sensors . The 
network 660 includes a plurality of sensors and a computer 
server 662 being communicatively connected with the sen 
sors by a cloud connection 664 . 
[ 0521 ] The computer server 662 includes a display termi 
nal 662T with a keyboard . The cloud connection 664 
includes an Internet connection , which allows accessing data 
and software programs , which are stored at a remote loca 
tion . 
[ 0522 ] The multiple sensors include a sensor 667S of a 
wearable device 667 , a sensor 669S of a fixed Internet 
device 669 , and a UAV sensor 670S of a UAV of a UAV 
assembly 670 . 
[ 0523 ] The UAV sensor 670S is communicatively con 
nected to the wearable device 667 and to the fixed Internet 
device 669. The fixed Internet device 669 is communica 
tively connected to the computer server 662 . 

parts 624 . 
[ 0499 ] In effect , this protects any UAV in the enclosure 
box from the environment , such as sand , dust , rain , or snow . 
[ 0500 ] In the open position , the lids 622 are moved 
horizontally such that their horizontal parts 624 do not cover 
the UAV opening of a UAV enclosure box of the UAV 
protection storage device . In other words , this allows a UAV 
to enter or leave the enclosure box . 
[ 0501 ] FIG . 26 depicts an improved UAV assembly with 
surveillance cameras . 
[ 0502 ] FIG . 26 shows a set of surveillance cameras 630 for 
a UAV protection storage device 632 of the UAV assembly 
of FIGS . 1 to 8. The UAV protection storage device 632 
includes a UAV enclosure box . 
[ 0503 ] The cameras 630 include an external camera 635 
and an internal camera 637. The internal camera 637 is 
placed in the enclosure box and is directed at internal parts 
of the enclosure box . 
[ 0504 ] The external camera 635 is placed outside of the 
enclosure box and it is directed at the enclosure box . 
( 0505 ] In use , the enclosure box allows a UAV to enter the 
inside of the enclosure box and to leave the enclosure box . 
[ 0506 ] The internal camera 637 is intended for observing 
the inside of the enclosure box , especially for any unwanted 
substance , such as dust , sand , rain , or snow , which has 
entered the box . 
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[ 0524 ] The UAV assembly 670 includes a UAV protection 
storage device 672 being communicatively connected to a 
UAV 674 , which includes the UAV sensor 670S . 
[ 0525 ] In use , the wearable device 667 , the fixed Internet 
device 669 , and the UAV assembly 670 cooperate to send 
sensor data to the computer server 662 . 
[ 0526 ] This cooperation is adapted such that the network 
660 allows data from the sensor 667S to be sent by different 
data routes to the computer server 662. This data can sent be 
from the sensor 667S , to the wearable device 667 , to the 
UAV protection storage device 672 , to the fixed Internet 
device 669 , and to the computer server 662. Alternatively , 
the data can also be sent from the sensor 667S , to the 
wearable device 667 , to the fixed Internet device 669 , and to 
the computer server 662 . 
[ 0527 ] Similarly , data from the sensor 674S can be sent by 
different data routes to the computer server 662. The data 
can be sent from the sensor 674S , to the UAV 674 , to the 
UAV protection storage device 672 , to the fixed Internet 
device 669 , and to the computer server 662. Alternatively , 
the sensor data can be sent from the sensor 674s , to the UAV 
674 , to the UAV protection storage device 672 , to the 
wearable device 667 , to the fixed Internet device 669 , and to 
the computer server 662 . 
[ 0528 ] In effect , the different possible data routes allow the 
network 660 to be robust in that if one data route , such as 
route A , which is shown in FIG . 29 , is broken , the data can 
still be transmitted by other routes , such route B or C , which 
is shown in FIG . 29 . 
[ 0529 ] The computer server 662 can also be configured to 
activate the UAV assembly 670 to launch the UAV 674 to 
collect additional data , when data from the wearable device 
667 and / or the fixed Internet device 669 indicate the need for 
the additional data . 
[ 0530 ] As an example , the computer server 662 detects a 
fire in a particular area , according to the data from the 
wearable device 667 and fixed Internet device 669. The 
computer server 662 can then activate the UAV assembly 
670 to launch the UAV 674 to obtain surveillance images of 
this area to confirm the presence of fire and obtain additional 
information for responding appropriately and speedily to the 
fire . 
[ 0531 ] Put differently , the UAV 674 is used to obtain UAV 
sensor data . The sensor data is then sent to the computer 
server 662 , which acts a sensor data center , 
[ 0532 ] The UAV assembly 670 also serves a redundancy 
supporting real world data collection device for enhancing 
overall data collection . 
[ 0533 ] The UAV 674 is used to increase redundancy of 
Internet connections for increased transmission capability 
should single data lines be unstable or lost . 
[ 0534 ] FIG . 30 shows an Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
( UAV ) storage box 700. The UAV storage box 700 includes 
a communication module 710 , a plurality of UAV hangar 
modules 730 , and a power storage module 760 . 
[ 0535 ] As better seen in FIG . 31 , these modules 710 , 730 , 
and 760 are arranged in a vertical stack . The communication 
module 710 is placed above the UAV hangar modules 730 
while the UAV hangar modules 730 are placed above the 
power storage module 760. The communication module 
710 , the UAV hangar modules 730 , and the power storage 
module 760 are also connected by multiple data or power 
connectors 766 . 

[ 0536 ] FIG . 32 depicts one UAV hangar module 730. The 
UAV hangar module 730 includes a UAV container 740 , a 
movable UAV landing platform 790 , and a UAV landing 
platform extension mechanism 770 . 
[ 0537 ] The UAV container 740 is connected to the UAV 
platform extension mechanism 770 , which is connected to 
the UAV landing platform 790 . 
[ 0538 ] The hangar module 730 is adapted such that it 
provides a storage state and a UAV landing or takeoff state . 
In the storage state , the UAV platform extension mechanism 
770 and the UAV landing platform 790 are positioned inside 
the UAV container 740. In the landing state , the UAV 
platform extension mechanism 770 moves the UAV landing 
platform 790 outside the UAV container 740 . 
[ 0539 ] The UAV container 740 includes three fixed verti 
cal side panels 741 and one movable vertical side panel 742 . 
[ 0540 ] As shown in FIG . 33 , the container 740 also 
includes a magnetic lock 745. The magnetic lock 745 
includes a magnet 747 and an armature plate 749. The 
armature plate 749 is fixed on the movable side panel 742 
while the magnet 747 is fixed to one fixed side panel 741 . 
[ 0541 ] As better seen in FIGS . 33 , 34 , and 35 , the UAV 
platform extension mechanism 770 includes a first tele 
scopic slide rail 782 with a second telescopic slide rail 882 , 
and a slide rail actuator module 772 . 
[ 0542 ] The first telescopic slide rail 782 is connected to 
one fixed side panel 741 while the second telescopic slide 
rail 882 is connected to another fixed side panel 741 , which 
placed opposite to the first side panel 741. This is done such 
that the first telescopic slide rail 782 and the second tele 
scopic slide rail 882 are placed opposite and parallel to each 
other , and are also placed at the same level . 
[ 0543 ] In detail , the first telescopic slide rail 782 includes 
a fixed first rail member 784 , a displaceable second rail 
member 786 , and a displaceable third rail member 788 . 
[ 0544 ] The first rail member 784 is mounted horizontally 
to one fixed side panel of the container 740. The second rail 
member 786 is slidably connected to the first rail member 
784 such that the second rail member 786 is movable 
horizontally . Similarly , the third rail member 788 is slidably 
connected to the second rail member 786 such that third rail 
member 788 is movable horizontally . An outer end of the 
third rail member 788 is attached to a part of the inner side 
of the movable side panel 742 . 
[ 0545 ] Likewise , the second telescopic slide rail 882 
includes a fixed first rail member 884 , a displaceable second 
rail member 886 , and a displaceable third rail member 888 . 
The second telescopic slide rail 882 and the first telescopic 
slide rail 782 are arranged similarly . 
[ 0546 ] The slide rail actuator module 772 includes a main 
horizontally movable slide rail actuator 773 and a backup 
horizontally slide rail actuator 775 , which is arranged simi 
larly to the main slide rail actuator 773 . 
[ 0547 ] The main slide rail actuator 773 includes a first 
elongated arm 778 , a second elongated arm 779 , and a rotary 
actuator 775. A distal end of the first arm 778 is pivotably 
connected to a part of the inner side of the movable side 
panel 742 while a proximal end of the first arm 778 is 
pivotably connected to a distal end of the second arm 779 . 
A proximal end of the second arm 779 is connected to the 
rotary actuator 775 , which is fixed on a part of the container 
740 . 
[ 0548 ] As better seen in FIGS . 36 , 37 , 38 , and 39 , the 
movable UAV landing platform 790 includes a first landing 
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unit 792 , a second landing unit 892 , and a beacon unit 731 . 
The beacon unit 731 is placed between the first landing unit 
792 and the second landing unit 892 and is also placed in 
proximity of the first landing unit 792 and the second 
landing unit 892 . 
[ 0549 ] The first landing unit 792 and the second landing 
unit 892 are located at a distance above the ground , which 
is greater than a predetermined UAV landing height . 
[ 0550 ] The first landing unit 792 includes two opposing 
UAV landing surfaces , namely a first UAV landing surface 
795 and a second UAV landing surface 895. The first landing 
surface 795 is connected to a part of the third rail member 
788 of the first telescopic slide rail 782 while the second 
landing surface 895 is connected to a part of the third rail 
member 888 of the second telescopic slide rail 882 . 
( 0551 ] The opposing UAV landing surfaces 795 and 895 
are inclined such that these surfaces 795 and 895 do not 
touch each other . In other words , a gap or space is present 
between the surfaces 795 and 895. The surfaces 795 and 895 
are also adapted for receiving and guiding a landing UAV to 
a predetermined position . 
[ 0552 ] A UAV power supply charging element is placed 
on each of the surfaces 795 and 895 . 
[ 0553 ] Likewise , the second landing unit 892 includes two 
opposing landing surfaces 796 and 896. The second landing 
unit 892 and the first landing unit 792 are arranged similarly . 
[ 0554 ] The beacon unit 731 includes one or more infrared 
( IR ) light sources . 
[ 0555 ] As better seen in FIGS . 41 and 42 , the communi 
cation module 710 includes a container 711 with an inclined 
lid 712 , a solar panel 715 , a weather sensor 718 , an antenna 
721 , a controller unit 723 , a modem unit 727 , and a battery 
pack 735. The solar panel 715 , the weather sensor 718 , and 
the antenna 721 are placed outside the container 711 while 
the controller unit 723 , the modem unit 727 , and the battery 
pack 735 are placed inside the container 711 . 
[ 0556 ] In detail , the solar panel 715 is placed above and 
next to the lid 712 and is electrically connected to the battery 
pack 735. The antenna 721 is electrically connected to the 
modem unit 727 , which is electrically connected to the 
controller unit 723. The weather senor 718 is also electri 
cally connected to the controller unit 723. The controller unit 
723 is also electrically connected to the beacon unit 731 of 
each UAV hangar module 730 . 
[ 0557 ] As better seen in FIG . 31 , the power storage 
module 760 includes a power storage container 762 , a 
battery unit 765 , a fuel cell unit 768 , and a fuel tank 771. The 
battery unit 765 , the fuel cell unit 768 , and the fuel tank 771 
are placed inside the power storage container 762 . 
[ 0558 ] The fuel tank 771 is connected to the fuel cell unit 
768 , which is electrically connected to the battery unit 765 . 
The battery unit 765 is also electrically connected to parts of 
the communication module 710 , and to parts of the UAV 
hangar module 730 via data or power connectors 766 . 
[ 0559 ] In use , the controller unit 723 serves to manage or 
direct parts of the UAV hanger module 730 and parts of the 
communication module 710 . 
[ 0560 ] Each UAV hangar module 730 provides a platform 
for an UVA to land . The UAV hangar module 730 can then 
store and protect the UAV as well as electrically charge a 
battery of the UAV . The UAV hangar module 730 also allows 
the UAV to take off . 

[ 0561 ] The UAV container 740 provides a container open 
state . In the container open state , the movable side panel 742 
is placed apart from the three fixed panels 741 . 
[ 0562 ] In detail , the controller unit 723 activates the slide 
rail actuator 773 to extend the telescopic slide rails 782 and 
882 . 
[ 0563 ] In the extension state , the rotary actuator 775 is 
activated to rotate the second arm 779 , which moves the first 
arm 778 such that the first arm 778 moves the movable side 
panel 742 away from the fixed vertical side panels 741. Put 
differently , the container 740 is placed in an open state . 
[ 0564 ] This rotation extends the first telescopic slide rail 
782 , wherein the third rail member 788 and the second rail 
member 786 are slid away from the first rail member 784 . 
Similarly , this rotation extends the second telescopic slide 
rail 882 , wherein the third rail member 888 and the second 
rail member 886 are slid away from the first rail member 
884 . 
[ 0565 ] The telescopic slide rails 782 and 882 are extended 
such that the UAV landing platform 790 is away from the 
UAV container 740 to a landing position for receiving a 
UAV . In other words , the UAV landing platform 790 is 
exposed for receiving the UAV . 
[ 0566 ] The beacon unit 731 acts to guide the UAV to the 
landing surfaces 785 and 795 . 
[ 0567 ] The landing portions of the landing surfaces 785 
and 795 of the landing platform 790 act as areas for 
receiving the UAV , wherein the inclinations of these landing 
surfaces 785 and 795 are intended for contacting the landing 
UAV and for guiding the landing UAV to a predetermined 
landing position . 
[ 0568 ] The landing surfaces 785 and 795 are arranged 
such that the landing surfaces 785 and 795 are positioned 
away from propellers of the UAV such that the landing 
surfaces 785 and 795 do not block downward air thrust from 
the propellers . 
[ 0569 ] In general , the parts of the UAV hangar module 730 
are also arranged to provide gaps or openings for allowing 
the downward air thrust to pass through these openings of 
the hangar module parts without the parts essentially block 
ing the downward air thrust . In other words , the UAV hangar 
module 730 does not obstruct the downward air thrust . 
[ 0570 ] The first landing unit 792 and the second landing 
unit 892 are also placed above the predetermined UAV 
landing height such that the UAV is sufficiently far away 
from the ground , wherein the ground does not essentially 
affect or interfere with the downward airflow , which is 
generated by the UAV . 
[ 0571 ] In short , the ground does not cause a density of the 
air , which is placed between the rotors of the landing UAV 
and the ground , to increase and to reduce the downward 
airflow . 
[ 0572 ] After the UAV has landed , the UAV is moved into 
the UAC container 740 . 
[ 0573 ] In detail , the controller unit 723 activates the slide 
rail actuator 773 to retract the first telescopic slide rails 782 
and 882 . 
[ 0574 ] In the retraction state , the rotary actuator 775 is 
activated to rotate the second arm 779 , which moves the first 
arm 778 such that the first arm 778 moves the movable side 
panel 742 towards the fixed vertical side panels 741. Put 
differently , the container 740 is placed in a closed state . 
[ 0575 ] This rotation also retracts the first telescopic slide 
rail 782 , wherein the third rail member 788 and the second 
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rail member 786 are slid toward the first rail member 784 . 
Similarly , this rotation retracts the second telescopic slide 
rail 882 , wherein the third rail member 888 and the second 
rail member 886 are slid toward the first rail member 884 . 
[ 0576 ] The telescopic slide rails 782 and 882 are retracted 
such that the UAV landing platform 790 with the UVA is 
placed inside the UAV container 740 . 
[ 0577 ] The magnet 747 is later locked onto the armature 
plate 749 to fix the movable side panel 742 to the fixed side 
panels 741 . 
[ 0578 ] The modem unit 727 is used for converting 
received data from the controller unit 723 to radio signals for 
transmitting to the antenna 712. The antenna 721 then 
transmits the radio signals . The antenna 721 can also receive 
radio signals from other sources . The modem unit 727 then 
converts the received radio signals from the antenna 721 to 
digital data for transmitting to the controller unit 723 . 
[ 0579 ] Referring to the communication module 710 , the 
solar panel 715 acts to convert light energy from the sun into 
electrical energy for storing in the battery pack 735. The 
stored electrical energy in the battery packed 735 can later 
be used for powering parts of the communication module 
710 and parts of the UAV hangar modules 730 . 
[ 0580 ] The fuel tank 771 is used for storing fuel such as 
hydrogen . The fuel cell unit 768 then converts the fuel to 
electrical energy for storing in the battery unit 765 . 
[ 0581 ] The controller unit 723 directs the battery unit 765 
to provide electrical energy to the UAV power supply 
charging elements of the landing surfaces 785 and 795 for 
charging the battery of the UAV . 
[ 0582 ] The data or power connectors 766 are intended for 
carrying data between the controller unit 723 and parts of the 
UAV hanger modules 730. The data or power connectors 
766 also serve to carry electrical power from the battery unit 
765 to parts of the UAV hanger module 730 and parts of the 
communication module 710 . 
[ 0583 ] The weather sensor 718 is intended for detecting 
weather data , such as presence of rain or snow and for 
transmitting the weather information to the controller unit 
723 for decision - making . 
[ 0584 ] FIG . 43 shows another embodiment of UAV stor 
age box 700a . The UAV storage box 700a includes a 
communication module 710a , a plurality of UAV hangar 
modules 730a , and a power storage module 760a . 
[ 0585 ] Each of these modules 710a , 730a and 760a 
includes a container 711a , 740a , and 762a . The containers 
711a , 740a , and 762a have different sizes and are arranged 
in a vertical stack . These modules are also connected by 
multiple data or power connectors 766a . 
[ 0586 ] Different implementations of the UAV storage box 
700 are possible . As seen in FIG . 44 , a further UAV hangar 
module 730b includes a container 740b with multiple mov 
able landing platforms 790b for receiving several UAVs and 
for storing the received UAVs . The UAV platform extension 
mechanism 770 can be implemented with other mecha 
nisms . 
[ 0587 ] The UAV storage box 700 provides several ben 
efits . 
[ 0588 ] The UAV hangar module 730 improves UAV land 
ing stability of the UAV hangar module 730. In other words , 
the UAV hangar module 730 allows the UAV to land , 
wherein the downward thrust of the UAV does not affect the 
landing of the UAV . 

[ 0589 ] The UAV hangar module 730 can be added to and 
be removed from the UAV storage box 700 according to 
operational requirement . A UAV hangar module 730 can be 
removed away from the UAV storage box 700 to another site 
for repair or maintenance without affecting operation of the 
rest of the UAV storage box 700 . 
[ 0590 ] FIG . 45 shows a further UAV landing platform 30a 
for a UAV protection storage device of the UAV assembly of 
one of FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0591 ] The movable landing platform 30a includes a plu 
rality of openings or slots 30a - 1 . In one implementation , the 
slots 30a - 1 are provided by a wire mesh . 
[ 0592 ] In use , the UAV protection storage device is used 
for receiving and storing a vertical take - off and landing 
Unmanned Air Vehicle ( UAV ) with propellers or rotors . 
[ 0593 ] The energized UAV rotors generates a downward 
thrust for moving the UAV . 
[ 0594 ] The landing platform 30a can be positioned in an 
elevated position and in a storing position . The elevated 
position is also called a landing position . 
[ 0595 ] In the elevated position , the slots 30a - 1 of the 
landing platform 30a allow an airflow of a downward thrust 
of a UAV , which is landing or taking off , to pass through the 
landing platform 30a without essentially affecting or inter 
fering with the airflow . 
[ 0596 ] The UAV landing platform 30a is also positioned 
higher than a predetermined in - ground - effect height . AUAV , 
which is landing , moves , in a downward manner , towards 
the UAV landing platform 30a . This land UAV is then 
positioned above the predetermined in - ground - effect height . 
[ 0597 ] The height of the landing platform 30a allows the 
landing UAV to be separated from the protection storage 
device such that the protection storage device or the ground 
does not affect the airflow of the downward thrust of the 
UAV . In other words , the protection storage device or the 
ground does not cause a density of air , which is placed 
between the UAV rotors and the protection storage device or 
between the UAV rotors and the ground , to increase in 
density . The increase of density can affect the airflow of the 
downward thrust of the UAV . This , in turn , affects the 
landing or the takeoff of the UAV . 
[ 0598 ] In short , this landing platform 30a acts to eliminate 
or reduce the ground effect . 
[ 0599 ] FIGS . 46 and 47 show a UAV landing and docking 
system 900 with a UAV electrical power charging system for 
the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8 . 
[ 0600 ] The landing and docking system 900 includes two 
gendered pieces , namely a UAV landing platform 903 and 
corresponding legs of a UAV 908. The landing platform 903 
and the UAV legs includes corresponding portions , which 
are adapted to mate or contact with each other . 
[ 0601 ] The UAV landing platform 903 includes a movable 
basket receptacle 911 , which includes four trapezium plates 
913a , 913b , 913c , and 913d , and a supporting stand 915 with 
a vertically moving arm 917. One end of the arm 917 is fixed 
to the receptacle 911 . 
[ 0602 ] Each trapezium plate 913a , 9136 , 913c , and 913d 
has two parallel edges and two non - parallel edges , wherein 
one parallel edge is shorter that the other parallel edge . The 
four trapezium plates 913a , 9136 , 913c , and 913d are joined 
to form a shape of an inverted pyramid frustum . 
[ 0603 ] In detail , a non - parallel edge of each trapezium 
plate 913a , 913b , 913c , and 913d is joined to an adjacent 
non - parallel edge of another trapezium plate 913a , 913b , 
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913c , and 913d . Shorter edges of four trapezium plates 913a , 
913b , 913c , and 913d form a first rectangle while longer 
edges of the four trapezium plates 913a , 913b , 913c , and 
913d form a second rectangle . The second rectangle is larger 
than the first rectangle . 
[ 0604 ] The receptacle 911 is also oriented such that the 
second rectangle is placed above the first rectangle . The 
trapezium plates 913a , 9136 , 913c , and 913d are inclined at 
a predetermined angle to a horizontal plane . 
[ 0605 ] In short , the receptacle 911 is shaped like an 
inverted pyramid with its peak shaved off so that the 
pyramid has a flat bottom . 
[ 0606 ] Referring to the UAV 908 , it includes two legs 906 , 
which are attached to a lower part of a body of the UAV 908 . 
The UAV legs 906 are adapted to correspond with the 
trapezium plates 913a , 913b , 913c , and 913d of the recep 
tacle 911 . 
[ 0607 ] Referring to the electrical power charging system , 
it includes two electrical power connectors 920 and corre 
sponding two electrical power pins 922. The electrical 
power connectors 920 are placed at respective corners of the 
lower first rectangle of the receptacle 911 . 
[ 0608 ] The electrical power connectors 920 are connected 
to an electrical power supply via a polarity control circuit 
921 . 
[ 0609 ] When the UAV 908 is moving towards the landing 
platform 903 , the legs 906 of the UAV 908 can contact with 
the plates 913a , 913b , 913c , and 913d of the receptacle 911 . 
[ 0610 ] The inclinations of the plates 913a , 913b , 913c , 
and 913d act to guide the legs 906 of the UAV 908 towards 
the smaller lower first rectangle , which acts as a predeter 
mined landing platform . In other words , the receptacle 911 
acts to center or guide the UAV 908 to the predetermined 
landing position . Put differently , the UAV 908 attempts to 
land within the receptacle 911. The legs 906 of the UAV 908 
are then guided or are funneled by gravity to the flat bottom 
portion of the receptacle 911 . 
[ 0611 ] Once at the bottom of the receptacle 911 , the 
electrical power pins 922 connects with the electrical power 
connectors 920 . 
[ 0612 ] The connection enables transfer of electrical 
energy , via the electrical power pins 922 and via the elec 
trical power connectors 920 , to a battery of the UAV 908 . 
[ 0613 ] Due to geometry of the receptacle 911 , the landing 
UAV 908 can have only two landing positions . 
[ 0614 ] The polarity control circuit 921 acts to switch 
electrical polarity electrical current delivered to the UAV 
908 such the battery of the UAV 908 is connected correctly 
to the power supply . 
[ 0615 ] In a general sense , the receptacle can have other 
shapes , instead of the inverted pyramid frustum . 
[ 0616 ] This landing and docking system and UAV elec 
trical power charging system provides several benefits . 
[ 0617 ] The landing and docking system acts to reduce or 
eliminate instances of failed landing attempts due to ground 
effect . 
[ 0618 ] The ground effect is generated by a downward 
airflow of rotors of the UAV 908 , wherein this airflow 
produces a cushion like effect , which reduces accuracy & 
repeatability of landing of the UAV 908 . 
[ 0619 ] The receptacle 911 allows the UAV 908 to land 
with a safe vertical descent velocity . In other words , the 
UAV 908 does not suffer hard landing , which can damage 
the UAV 908 . 

[ 0620 ] Human intervention is not needed to align the UAV 
908 to the landing and docking system . Put differently , the 
UAV 908 does skid , wherein human intervention is required 
to reposition the UAV . 
[ 0621 ] human operator is not needed to manually plug 
in or connect the UAV 908 for electrically charging the UAV 
908 and for data transfer . 
[ 0622 ] The UAV 908 is always connected correctly to 
direction of an electrical current flowing from the receptacle 
911 to the UAV 908 . 
[ 0623 ] In a further embodiment , the trapezium plates 
913a , 9136 , 913c , and 913d include openings . The openings 
allow airflow of downward thrust of propellers or the UAV 
908 to pass through the receptacle 911 for further reducing 
or avoiding ground effect . 
[ 0624 ] FIGS . 48 and 49 show a further receptacle 911-1 of 
the UAV landing and docking system of FIG . 46 . 
[ 0625 ] The receptacle 911-1 includes extendable trape 
zium plates 913a - 1 , 9136-1 , 913c - 1 , and 913d - 1 . 
[ 0626 ] The trapezium plates 913a - 1 , 9136-1 , 913c - 1 , and 
913d - 1 allow changing length and breadth of the receptacle 
911-1 , as shown in FIG . 49 . 
[ 0627 ] This enables the size of a UAV landing platform 
925-1 of the receptacle 911-1 to be changed , according to a 
size of a landing UAV , when needed . 
[ 0628 ] FIGS . 50 , 51 , and 52 shows another receptacle 
911-2 of the UAV landing and docking system of FIG . 46 . 
[ 0629 ] The receptacle 911-2 includes extendable trape 
zium plates 913a - 2 , 913b - 2 , 913c - 2 , and 913d - 2 . 
[ 0630 ] The trapezium plates 913-2 , 913b - 2 , 913c - 2 , and 
913d - 2 allow changing length or breadth of the receptacle 
911-1 , as shown in FIGS . 51 and 52 . 
[ 0631 ] FIGS . 53 and 54 show an improved landing system 
930 for the UAV assembly of FIGS . 1 to 8. The UAV 
assembly includes a UAV protection storage device 932 and 
a UAV 931 . 
[ 0632 ] The landing system 930 includes a ground flight 
transmitter 933 and a UAV flight receiver 936. The ground 
flight transmitter 933 is wirelessly and is communicatively 
connected with the UAV flight receiver 936. The ground 
flight transmitter 933 is provided as a part of the protection 
storage device 932 while the flight receiver 936 is provided 
as a part the UAV 931 . 
[ 0633 ] The ground flight transmitter 933 includes a low 
latency flight controller 938 , a wind speed sensor 940 , a 
wind direction sensor 942 , a high - speed camera 944 , and a 
wireless flight instruction transmitter 946. The flight con 
troller 938 is electrically connected to the wind speed sensor 
940 , to the wind direction sensor 942 , to the camera 944 , and 
to the wireless flight instruction transmitter 946. The camera 
944 is placed below a receptacle of the 932 
[ 0634 ] The UAV flight receiver 936 includes a wireless 
UAV flight instruction receiver 950 , a UAV beacon unit 951 , 
and a UAV controller 952. The UAV beacon unit 951 is 
placed a bottom part of the UAV 931. The wireless flight 
instruction receiver 950 is wirelessly connected with the 
flight instruction transmitter 946 and is electrically con 
nected with the UAV controller 952 . 
[ 0635 ] In use , the UAV beacon unit 951 generates light 
signals for easy detection of the UAV 931 . 
[ 0636 ] The camera 944 captures images of light signals of 
the UAV beacon unit 951 sends the image data to the flight 
controller 938 . 
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[ 0637 ] The wind speed sensor 940 detects speed of wind 
at its location and sends wind speed data to the flight 
controller 938 . 
[ 0638 ] The wind direction sensor 942 detects direction of 
the wind and sends wind direction data to the flight con 
troller 938 . 
[ 0639 ] The flight controller 938 then determines location 
of the UAV according to the received image data . 
[ 0640 ] The flight controller 938 also then determines UAV 
flight instructions for allow the UAV 931 to land on a part 
of the protection storage box 932 , in a safe and accurate 
manner . The flight instructions are determined according to 
the received wind speed data , to the received wind direction 
data , and to the determined UAV location data . 
[ 0641 ] The flight controller 938 later sends the determined 
UAV flight instructions to the flight instruction transmitter 
946 for sending out . 
[ 0642 ] The UAV flight instruction receiver 950 afterward 
receives the transmitted UAV flight instructions and then 
sends it the UAV controller 952 . 
[ 0643 ] The UAV controller 952 then changes speed and 
direction of the UAV 931 according to the flight instruction . 
[ 0644 ] This landing system 930 provides several advan 
tages . 
[ 0645 ] The landing system 930 uses wind speed and wind 
direction data to make UAV flight instructions , which is 
important , especially in windy conditions . 
[ 0646 ] The landing system 930 allows reduction of UAV 
payload , since the UAV 931 does not need to carry a camera 
for detecting landing platform . Instead , the landing platform 
has a camera for detecting the UAV 931 , in order to provide 
flight instructions for the UAV 931 to land on the landing 
platform . 
[ 0647 ] The reduction of payload can result in improved 
UAV performance and flight time . 
[ 0648 ] The embodiments can also be described with the 
following lists of features or elements being organized into 
several item lists . The respective combinations of features , 
which are disclosed in the item lists , are regarded as inde 
pendent subject matter , respectively , that can also be com 
bined with other features of the application . 
[ 0649 ] [ Item list 1 , Basket receptacle ] 
[ 0650 ] 1. A protection storage unit for enclosing an 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit com prising 
[ 0651 ] a container for enclosing the UAV , 
[ 0652 ] a moveable UAV landing platform , and 
[ 0653 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 0654 ] 2. The storage unit according to item 2 , wherein 
[ 0655 ] the UAV receptacle comprises a shape of 

inverted pyramid frustum . 
[ 0656 ] 3. The storage unit according to item 1 or 2 , 
wherein 
[ 0657 ] the UAV landing platform comprises a pair of 
UAV electrical power connector for connecting with a 
battery of the landing UAV . 

[ 0658 ] 4. The storage unit according to one of the items 1 
to 3 , wherein 

[ 0659 ] the UAV receptacle comprises an extendable 
surface for adapting a dimension of the UAV receptacle 
according to a corresponding dimension of the landing 
UAV . 

[ 0660 ] 5. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0661 ] the UAV landing platform providing a landing 

position and a storing position , 
[ 0662 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to 
take - off , the UAV landing platform essentially does 
not block a downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the 
UAV landing platform is positioned a predetermined 
height , which prevents the ground from affecting the 
downward thrust of the UAV , and 

[ 0663 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing plat 
form are positioned inside the container . 

[ 0664 ] 6. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0665 ] a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 0666 ] 7. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0667 ] a UAV guidance beacon unit being provided for 

guiding the UAV to the UAV landing platform , the 
UAV guidance beacon comprising 
[ 0668 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 0669 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 0670 ] 8. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0671 ] a camera for receiving a beacon unit light signal 
from the UAV and 

[ 0672 ] a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 
flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 
landing platform according to light signal data from the 
camera and for sending out the UAV flight instruction 
to the UAV . 

[ 0673 ] 9. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0674 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 0675 ] a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 0676 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 0677 ] a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 0678 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0679 ] a cable force sensor being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor , the cable force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the electrical utility cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 0680 ] a spool controller being adapted for energizing 
the spool motor for rotating the spool according to the 
force measurement and to the spool rotational data . 

[ 0681 ] 10. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0682 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 

taking external images of the storage unit with 
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[ 0683 ] an internal monitoring camera being directed for 
taking internal images of the storage unit . 

[ 0684 ] 11. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising a set of weed killer 
sprayers being positioned in the vicinity of the container 
for preventing growth of bushes around the container . 

[ 0685 ] 12. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0686 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing ( or reaching ) the storage unit . 

[ 0687 ] 13. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0688 ] the container comprises a first sliding cover and 

a second sliding cover for allowing the UAV to ingress 
into the container and to egress from the container and 
for enclosing the UAV . 

[ 0689 ] [ Item list 2 , Ground Effect ] 
[ 0690 ] 1. A protection storage unit for enclosing an 
Unmanned Air Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit compris 
ing 
[ 0691 ] a container for enclosing the UAV , and 
[ 0692 ] a moveable UAV landing platform , the UAV 

landing platform providing a landing position and a 
storing position , 

[ 0693 ] wherein , 
[ 0694 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to take - off , 
the UAV landing platform essentially does not block a 
downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the UAV landing 
platform is positioned a predetermined height , which 
prevents the ground from affecting the downward thrust 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0695 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing platform 
are positioned inside the container . 

[ 0696 ] 2. The storage unit according to item 1 , wherein 
[ 0697 ] the UAV landing platform further comprises at 

least a pair of landing surfaces . 
[ 0698 ] 3. The storage unit according to item 2 , wherein 

[ 0699 ] the landing surfaces comprises portions for con 
tacting the landing UAV and for guiding the landing 
UAV to a predetermined landing position . 

[ 0700 ] 4. The storage unit according to item 2 or 3 , 
wherein 
[ 0701 ] the landing surfaces further comprises an elec 

trical charging element for charging a battery of the 
UAV ( when the UAV is positioned inside the con 
tainer ) . 

[ 0702 ] 5. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 
4 further comprising an extension and retraction mecha 
nism for moving the UAV landing platform . 

[ 0703 ] 6. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 
5 further comprising 
[ 0704 ] a further container that stores a communication 
module . 

[ 0705 ] 7. The storage unit according to item 6 , wherein 
[ 0706 ] the container that stores the communication 
module is placed above the container that stores the 
UAV . 

[ 0707 ] 8. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 
6 further comprising 
[ 0708 ] another container that stores an electrical energy 

storage module . 

[ 0709 ] 9. The storage unit according to item 8 , wherein 
[ 0710 ] the container that stores the electrical energy 

storage module is placed below the container that stores 
the UAV . 

[ 0711 ] 10. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0712 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 0713 ] 11. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0714 ] a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 0715 ] 12. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0716 ] a UAV guidance beacon unit ( being provided for 

guiding the UAV to the UAV landing platform ) , the 
UAV guidance beacon comprising 
[ 0717 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 0718 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 0719 ] 13. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0720 ] a camera for receiving a beacon unit light signal 
from the UAV , and 

[ 0721 ] a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 
flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 
landing platform according to light signal data from the 
camera and for sending out the UAV flight instruction 
to the UAV . 

[ 0722 ] 14. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0723 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 0724 ] a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 0725 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 0726 ] a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 0727 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0728 ] a cable force sensor being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor , the cable force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the electrical utility cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 0729 ] a spool controller being adapted for 
[ 0730 ) energizing the spool motor for rotating the 

spool according to the force measurement and to the 
spool rotational data . 

[ 0731 ] 15. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0732 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 

taking external images of the storage unit with 
[ 0733 ] an internal monitoring camera being directed for 

taking internal images of the storage unit . 
[ 0734 ] 16. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
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[ 0735 ] a set of weed killer sprayers being positioned in 
the vicinity of the container for preventing growth of 
bushes around the container . 

[ 0736 ] 17. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0737 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing the storage unit . 

[ 0738 ] 18. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0739 ] the container comprises a first sliding cover and 
with a second sliding cover for enclosing the UAV . 

[ 0740 ] [ Item list 3 , UAV Alignment Unit ] 
[ 0741 ] 1. A ( protection ) storage unit for enclosing an 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit com 
prising 
[ 0742 ] a container for enclosing the UAV , 
[ 0743 ] a moveable UAV landing platform , and 
[ 0744 ] a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 0745 ] 2. The storage unit according to item 1 , wherein 
[ 0746 ] the UAV alignment unit comprises a positional 

detector for determining a position of the UAV , which 
has landed on the UAV landing platform . 

[ 0747 ] 3. The storage unit according to item 2 , wherein 
[ 0748 ] the positional detector comprising a weight sen 

sor . 

[ 0749 ] 4. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 
3 , wherein 
[ 0750 ] the UAV alignment unit comprises at least one of 

a group consisting of at least one plate for pushing the 
UAV , at least two fixed inclined walls for guiding the 
UAV , and at least two moveable inclined walls for 
guiding the UAV to the predetermined landing area . 

[ 0751 ] 5. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0752 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 0753 ] 6. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0754 ] the UAV landing platform provides a landing 

position and a storing position , wherein , 
[ 0755 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to 
take - off , the UAV landing platform essentially does 
not block a downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the 
UAV landing platform is positioned a predetermined 
height , which prevents the ground from affecting the 
downward thrust of the UAV , and 

[ 0756 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing plat 
form are positioned inside the container . 

[ 0757 ] 7. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0758 ] a UAV guidance beacon unit ( being provided for 

guiding the UAV to the UAV landing platform ) , the 
UAV guidance beacon comprising 
[ 0759 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 0760 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 0761 ] 8. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0762 ] a camera for receiving a beacon unit light signal 
from the UAV , and 

[ 0763 ] a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 
flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 
landing platform according to light signal data from the 
camera and for sending out the UAV flight instruction 
to the UAV . 

[ 0764 ] 9. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0765 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 0766 ] a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 0767 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 0768 ] a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 0769 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0770 ] a cable force sensor ( being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor ) providing a measure 
ment of a force being exerted by the electrical utility 
cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 0771 ] a spool controller being adapted for energizing 
the spool motor for rotating the spool according to the 
force measurement and to the spool rotational data . 

[ 0772 ] 10. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0773 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 

taking external images of the storage unit with an 
internal monitoring camera being directed for taking 
internal images of the storage unit . 

[ 0774 ] 11. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0775 ] a set of weed killer sprayers being positioned in 

the vicinity of the container for preventing growth of 
bushes around the container . 

[ 0776 ] 12. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0777 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing ( or reaching ) the storage unit . 

[ 0778 ] 13. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0779 ] the container comprises a first sliding cover and 

with a second sliding cover for enclosing the UAV . 
[ 0780 ] [ Item list 4 , Beam Unit ] 
[ 0781 ] 1. A protection storage unit for an Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit comprising 
[ 0782 ] a container for enclosing the UAV , 
[ 0783 ] a moveable UAV landing platform , and 
[ 0784 ] a UAV guidance beacon unit being provided for 

guiding the UAV to the UAV landing platform , the 
UAV guidance beacon comprising 
[ 0785 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 0786 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 0787 ] 2. The storage unit according to item 1 , wherein 
[ 0788 ] the beacon unit further comprises 
[ 0789 ] a visible light cover plate , which comprises at 

least one opaque areas for blocking the visible light 
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rays of the visible light ray source and at least one 
transparent area , such that the visible light rays travel 
through the visible light cover plate to form a first 
predetermined guidance pattern . 

[ 0790 ] 3. The storage unit according to item 1 or 2 , 
wherein 
[ 0791 ] the beacon unit further comprises 
[ 0792 ] an infrared cover plate , which comprises at least 
one opaque area and at least one transparent area for 
blocking parts of the infrared light rays of the infrared 
light ray source , such that the infrared light rays travel 
through the infrared light cover plate to form a second 
predetermined guidance pattern . 

[ 0793 ] 4. The storage unit according to one of the items 1 
to 3 , wherein 
[ 0794 ] the visible light ray source is adapted to generate 

at least one laser light ray with a visible light wave 
length . 

[ 0795 ] 5. The storage unit according to one of the items 1 
to 4 , wherein 
[ 0796 ] the infrared light ray source is adapted to gen 

erate at least one laser light ray with an infrared light 
wavelength . 

[ 0797 ] 6. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 
5 , wherein 
[ 0798 ] the UAV landing platform provides a landing 

position and a storing position , wherein , 
[ 0799 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to 
take - off , and 

[ 0800 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned inside the container . ] 

[ 0801 ] 7. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0802 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 0803 ] 8. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0804 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to take - off , 
the UAV landing platform essentially does not block a 
downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the UAV landing 
platform is positioned a predetermined height , which 
prevents the ground from affecting the downward thrust 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0805 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing platform 
are positioned inside the container . 

[ 0806 ] 9. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0807 ] a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 0808 ] 10. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0809 ] a camera for receiving a beacon unit light signal 
from the UAV , and 

[ 0810 ) a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 
flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 

landing platform according to light signal data from the 
camera and for sending out the UAV flight instruction 
to the UAV . 

[ 0811 ] 11. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0812 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 0813 ] a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 0814 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 0815 ] a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 0816 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0817 ] a cable force sensor being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor , the cable force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the electrical utility cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 0818 ] a spool controller being adapted for energizing 
the spool motor for rotating the spool according to the 
force measurement and to the spool rotational data . 

[ 0819 ] 12. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0820 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 

taking external images of the storage unit with 
[ 0821 ] an internal monitoring camera being directed for 

taking internal images of the storage unit . 
[ 0822 ] 13. The protection storage unit according to one of 

the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0823 ] a set of weed killer sprayers ( being positioned in 

the vicinity of the container ) for preventing growth of 
bushes around the container . 

[ 0824 ] 14. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0825 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing the storage unit . 

[ 0826 ] 15. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0827 ] the container comprises a first sliding cover and 

with a second sliding cover for allowing the UAV to 
ingress into the container and to egress from the 
container and for enclosing the UAV . 

[ 0828 ] [ Item list 5 , Camera on landing platform and bea 
con unit on UAV ] 
[ 0829 ] 1. A ( protection ) storage unit for an Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit comprising 
[ 0830 ] a container for enclosing the UAV , 
[ 0831 ] a UAV guidance camera for receiving a beacon 

unit light signal from the UAV . 
[ 0832 ] a moveable UAV landing platform , and 
[ 0833 ] a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 

flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 
landing platform according to light signal data from the 
UAV guidance camera and for sending out the UAV 
flight instruction to the UAV . 

[ 0834 ] 2. The storage unit according to item 1 further 
comprising a wind speed detector , wherein 
[ 0835 ] the UAV guidance controller is further adapted 

for generating the UAV flight instruction according to 
wind speed data from the wind speed detector . 
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[ 0836 ] 3. The storage unit according to item 1 or 2 further 
comprising a wind direction detector , wherein 
[ 0837 ] the UAV guidance controller is further adapted 

for generating 
[ 0838 ] the UAV flight instruction according to wind 

direction data from the wind direction detector . 
[ 0839 ] 4. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 

3 further comprising 
[ 0840 ] a wireless transmitter for sending out the UAV 

flight instruction ( to the UAV ) . 
[ 0841 ] 5. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0842 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 0843 ] 6. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0844 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to take - off , 
the UAV landing platform essentially does not block a 
downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the UAV landing 
platform is positioned a predetermined height , which 
prevents the ground from affecting the downward thrust 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0845 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing platform 
are positioned inside the container . 

[ 0846 ] 7. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0847 ] a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 0848 ] 8. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0849 ] a UAV guidance beacon unit being provided for 

guiding the UAV to the UAV landing platform , the 
UAV guidance beacon comprising 
[ 0850 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 0851 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 0852 ] 9. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0853 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 0854 ] a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 0855 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 0856 ] a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 0857 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0858 ] a cable force sensor being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor , the cable force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the electrical utility cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 0859 ] a spool controller being adapted for energizing 
the spool motor for rotating the spool according to the 
force measurement and to the spool rotational data . 

[ 0860 ] 10. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 

[ 0861 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 
taking external images of the storage unit with 

[ 0862 ] an internal monitoring camera being directed for 
taking internal images of the storage unit . 

[ 0863 ] 11. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0864 ] a set of weed killer sprayers being positioned in 

the vicinity of the container for preventing growth of 
bushes around the container . 

[ 0865 ] 12. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0866 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing the storage unit . 

[ 0867 ] 13. The storage unit according to one of above 
mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0868 ] the container comprises a first sliding cover and 

with a second sliding cover for enclosing the UAV . 
[ 0869 ] [ Item list 6 , Tethering ] 
[ 0870 ] 1. A protection storage unit for an Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit comprising 
[ 0871 ] a container for enclosing the UAV , 
[ 0872 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 0873 ] a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 0874 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 0875 ] a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 0876 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0877 ] a cable force sensor being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor , the cable force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the electrical utility cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 0878 ] a spool controller being adapted for energizing 
the spool motor for rotating the spool according to the 
force measurement and to the spool rotational data . 

[ 0879 ] 2. The storage unit according to item 1 , wherein 
[ 0880 ] the container comprises a moveable cover for 

allowing the UAV to ingress into the container and to 
egress from the container . 

[ 0881 ] 3. The storage unit according to item 2 , wherein 
[ 0882 ] the moveable cover is adapted for rotating about 

a hinge . 
[ 0883 ] 4. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 

3 , wherein 
[ 0884 ] the electrical utility cable further comprises a 

sensor electrical wire for transferring the force mea 
surement from the cable force sensor to the spool 
controller . 

[ 0885 ] 5. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 
4 , wherein 
[ 0886 ] the electrical utility cable further comprises a 

metal shield for enclosing the power supply electrical 
wire . 

[ 0887 ] 6. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 
5 , wherein 
[ 0888 ] the cable force sensor comprises a wireless 

transmitter for sending the force measurement wire 
lessly to the spool controller . 
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[ 0889 ] 7. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 
6 , wherein 
[ 0890 ] the storage unit electrical power source com 

prises a power inlet for receiving electrical energy from 
a land vehicle electrical power supply . 

[ 0891 ] 8. The storage unit according to one of items 1 to 
7 , wherein 
[ 0892 ] the tethering assembly further comprises 
[ 0893 ] a bracket for supporting the spool and a part of 

the electrical utility cable that is wound around the 
spool . 

[ 0894 ] 9. The storage unit according to item 8 , wherein 
[ 0895 ] the tethering assembly further comprises 
[ 0896 ] at least one bracket force sensor for connecting 

the bracket to a support area , the bracket force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the bracket onto the support area , and wherein 

[ 0897 ] the spool controller is adapted for energizing the 
spool motor for rotating the spool according to said 
measurement from the bracket force sensor . 

[ 0898 ] 10. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0899 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 0900 ) 11. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0901 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to take - off , 
the UAV landing platform essentially does not block a 
downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the UAV landing 
platform is positioned a predetermined height , which 
prevents the ground from affecting the downward thrust 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0902 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing platform 
are positioned inside the container . 

[ 0903 ] 12. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0904 ] a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 0905 ] 13. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0906 ] a UAV guidance beacon unit being provided for 

guiding the UAV to the UAV landing platform , the 
UAV guidance beacon comprising 
[ 0907 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 0908 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 0909 ] 14. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0910 ] a camera for receiving a beacon unit light signal 
from the UAV , and 

[ 0911 ] a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 
flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 
landing platform according to light signal data from the 
camera and for sending out the UAV flight instruction 
to the UAV . 

[ 0912 ] 15. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0913 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 

taking external images of the storage unit with 

[ 0914 ] an internal monitoring camera being directed for 
taking internal images of the storage unit . 

[ 0915 ] 16. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0916 ] a set of weed killer sprayers being positioned in 

the vicinity of the container for preventing growth of 
bushes around the container . 

[ 0917 ] 17. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0918 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing the storage unit . 

[ 0919 ] 18. The storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0920 ] the container comprises a first sliding cover and 

with a second sliding cover for enclosing the UAV . 
[ 0921 ] [ Item list 7 , Camera ] 
[ 0922 ] 1. A protection storage unit for enclosing an 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit com 
prising 
[ 0923 ] a container for enclosing the UAV , and 
[ 0924 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 

taking external images of the storage unit with 
[ 0925 ] an internal monitoring camera being directed for 

taking internal images of the storage unit . 
[ 0926 ] 2. The protection storage unit according to item 1 

further comprising 
[ 0927 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 0928 ] 3. The protection storage unit according to item 1 
or 2 , wherein 
[ 0929 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 

form is positioned for the UAV to land and to take - off , 
the UAV landing platform essentially does not block a 
downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the UAV landing 
platform is positioned a predetermined height , which 
prevents the ground from affecting the downward thrust 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0930 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing platform 
are positioned inside the container . 

[ 0931 ] 4. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0932 ] a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 0933 ] 5. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0934 ] a UAV guidance beacon unit being provided for 

guiding the UAV to the UAV landing platform , the 
UAV guidance beacon comprising 
[ 0935 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 0936 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 0937 ] 6. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0938 ] a camera for receiving a beacon unit light signal 
from the UAV , and 

[ 0939 ] a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 
flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 
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landing platform according to light signal data from the 
camera and for sending out the UAV flight instruction 
to the UAV . 

[ 0940 ] 7. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0941 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 0942 ] a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 0943 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 0944 ] a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 0945 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0946 ] a cable force sensor being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor , the cable force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the electrical utility cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 0947 ] a spool controller being adapted for 
[ 0948 ] energizing the spool motor for rotating the 

spool according to the force measurement and to the 
spool rotational data . 

[ 0949 ] 8. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0950 ] a set of weed killer sprayers being positioned in 

the vicinity of the container for preventing growth of 
bushes around the container . 

[ 0951 ] 9. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0952 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing the storage unit . 

[ 0953 ] 10. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0954 ] the container comprises a first sliding cover and 
with a second sliding cover for enclosing the UAV . 

[ 0955 ] [ Item list 8 , Weed Killer ] 
[ 0956 ] 1. A protection storage unit for enclosing an 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit com 
prising 
[ 0957 ] a container for enclosing the UAV , and 
[ 0958 ] a set of weed killer sprayers ( being positioned in 

the vicinity of the container ) for preventing growth of 
bushes around the container . 

[ 0959 ] 2. The protection storage unit according to item 1 
further comprising 
[ 0960 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 0961 ] 3. The protection storage unit according to item 1 
or 2 , wherein 
[ 0962 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to take - off , 
the UAV landing platform essentially does not block a 
downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the UAV landing 
platform is positioned a predetermined height , which 
prevents the ground from affecting the downward thrust 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0963 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing platform 
are positioned inside the container . 

[ 0964 ] 4. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0965 ) a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 0966 ] 5. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising a UAV 
guidance beacon unit ( being provided for guiding the 
UAV to the UAV landing platform ) , the UAV guidance 
beacon comprising 
[ 0967 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 0968 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 0969 ] 6. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0970 ] a camera for receiving a beacon unit light signal 

from the UAV , and 
[ 0971 ] a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 

flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 
landing platform according to light signal data from the 
camera and for sending out the UAV flight instruction 
to the UAV . 

[ 0972 ] 7. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0973 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 0974 ) a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 0975 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 0976 ] a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 0977 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0978 ] a cable force sensor being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor , the cable force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the electrical utility cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 0979 ] a spool controller being adapted for energizing 
the spool motor for rotating the spool according to the 
force measurement and to the spool rotational data . 

[ 0980 ] 8. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0981 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 

taking external images of the storage unit with 
[ 0982 ] an internal monitoring camera being directed for 

taking internal images of the storage unit . 
[ 0983 ] 9. The protection storage unit according to one of 

the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0984 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing the storage unit . 

[ 0985 ] 10. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the bove - mentioned items , wherein 
[ 0986 ] the container comprises a first sliding cover and 

with a second sliding cover for enclosing the UAV . 
[ 0987 ] [ Item list 9 , Electric Fence ] 
[ 0988 ] 1. A ‘ protection storage unit for enclosing an 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit com 
prising 
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[ 0989 ] a container for enclosing the UAV , and 
[ 0990 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing the storage unit . 

[ 0991 ] 2. The protection storage unit according to item 1 
further comprising 
[ 0992 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 0993 ] 3. The protection storage unit according to item 1 
or 2 , wherein 
[ 0994 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to take - off , 
the UAV landing platform essentially does not block a 
downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the UAV landing 
platform is positioned a predetermined height , which 
prevents the ground from affecting the downward thrust 
of the UAV , and 

[ 0995 ) in the storing position , the UAV landing platform 
are positioned inside the container . 

[ 0996 ] 4. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0997 ] a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 0998 ] 5. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 0999 ] a UAV guidance beacon unit ( being provided for 

guiding the UAV to the UAV landing platform ) , the 
UAV guidance beacon comprising 
[ 1000 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 1001 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 1002 ] 6. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1003 ] a camera for receiving a beacon unit light signal 
from the UAV , and 

[ 1004 ] a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 
flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 
landing platform according to light signal data from the 
camera and for sending out the UAV flight instruction 
to the UAV . 

[ 1005 ] 7. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1006 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 1007 ] a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 1008 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 1009 ) a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 1010 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 1011 ] a cable force sensor being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor , the cable force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the electrical utility cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 1012 ] a spool controller being adapted for energizing 
the spool motor for rotating the spool according to the 
force measurement and to the spool rotational data . 

[ 1013 ] 8. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1014 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 

taking external images of the storage unit with 
[ 1015 ] an internal monitoring camera being directed for 

taking internal images of the storage unit . 
[ 1016 ] 9. The protection storage unit according to one of 

the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1017 ] a set of weed killer sprayers ( being positioned in 

the vicinity of the container ) for preventing growth of 
bushes around the container . 

[ 1018 ] 10. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items , wherein 
[ 1019 ] the container comprises a first sliding cover and 

with a second sliding cover for enclosing the UAV . 
[ 1020 ] [ Item list 10 , Drone Box ] 
[ 1021 ] 1. A protection storage unit for an Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the storage unit comprising 
[ 1022 ] a container with a first sliding cover and with a 

second sliding cover for enclosing the UAV . 
[ 1023 ] 2. The protection storage unit according to item 1 

further comprising 
[ 1024 ] a rain sensor . 

[ 1025 ] 3. The protection storage unit according to item 1 
or 2 further comprising 
[ 1026 ] a lift assembly with a UAV platform for carrying 

the UAV . 
[ 1027 ] 4. The protection storage unit according to item 3 

further comprising 
[ 1028 ] a beacon unit being provided on the UAV plat 
form for guiding the UAV to the UAV platform . 

[ 1029 ] 5. The protection storage unit according to item 3 
or 4 further comprising 
[ 1030 ] a wireless charging unit being provided on the 
UAV platform for providing electrical energy to the 
UAV . 

[ 1031 ] 6. The protection storage unit according to one of 
abovementioned items further comprising 
[ 1032 ] a tempering vibration sensor . 

[ 1033 ] 7. The protection storage unit according to one of 
abovementioned items further comprising 
[ 1034 ] a Global Positioning Unit ( GPS ) unit for deter 
mining positional data of the storage unit . 

[ 1035 ] 8. The protection storage unit according to one of 
abovementioned items further comprising 
[ 1036 ] a controller ( central control unit ) for controlling 

( parts of ) the storage unit ) . 
[ 1037 ] 9. The protection storage unit according to one of 
abovementioned items further comprising 
[ 1038 ] an electrical energy storage for ( storing and ) 

providing electrical energy to ( parts of ) the storage unit 
( and / or the UAV ) . 

[ 1039 ] 10. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1040 ] a communication unit for exchanging data ( with 

the UAV or with an external unit ) . 
[ 1041 ] 11. The protection storage unit according to one of 

the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1042 ] a UAV receptacle being positioned above the 
UAV landing platform , the UAV receptacle comprising 
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at least one inclined surface for guiding a landing UAV 
to a predetermined UAV landing position on the UAV 
landing platform . 

[ 1043 ] 12. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items , wherein 
[ 1044 ] in the landing position , the UAV landing plat 
form is positioned for the UAV to land and to take - off , 
the UAV landing platform essentially does not block a 
downward thrust of the UAV , wherein the UAV landing 
platform is positioned a predetermined height , which 
prevents the ground from affecting the downward thrust 
of the UAV , and 

[ 1045 ] in the storing position , the UAV landing platform 
are positioned inside the container . 

[ 1046 ] 13. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1047 ] a UAV alignment unit being adapted for pushing 

the UAV , which is positioned on the UAV landing 
platform , to a predetermined landing area of the move 
able UAV landing platform . 

[ 1048 ] 14. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1049 ] a UAV guidance beacon unit ( being provided for 

guiding the UAV to the UAV landing platform ) , the 
UAV guidance beacon comprising 
[ 1050 ] a visible light ray source and 
[ 1051 ] an infrared light ray source . 

[ 1052 ] 15. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1053 ] a camera for receiving a beacon unit light signal 
from the UAV , and 

[ 1054 ] a UAV guidance controller for generating a UAV 
flight instruction for landing the UAV on the UAV 
landing platform according to light signal data from the 
camera and for sending out the UAV flight instruction 
to the UAV . 

[ 1055 ] 16. The protection protection storage unit accord 
ing to one of the above - mentioned items further compris 
ing 
[ 1056 ] a storage unit electrical power source , 
[ 1057 ] a tethering assembly that comprises 

[ 1058 ] a spool with a spool rotational sensor for 
providing a rotational data of the spool , 

[ 1059 ] a spool motor for selectively rotating the 
spool , 

[ 1060 ] an electrical utility cable for winding and 
unwinding around the spool , the electrical utility 
cable comprising a power supply electrical wire for 
transferring electrical energy from the storage unit 
electrical power source to an electrical power source 
of the UAV , and 

[ 1061 ] a cable force sensor being attached to the 
UAV , the cable force sensor , the cable force sensor 
providing a measurement of a force being exerted by 
the electrical utility cable onto the UAV , and 

[ 1062 ] a spool controller being adapted for energizing 
the spool motor for rotating the spool according to the 
force measurement and to the spool rotational data . 

[ 1063 ] 17. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1064 ] an external monitoring camera being directed for 

taking external images of the storage unit with 
[ 1065 ] an internal monitoring camera being directed for 

taking internal images of the storage unit . 

[ 1066 ] 18. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1067 ] a set of weed killer sprayers being positioned in 

the vicinity of the container for preventing growth of 
bushes around the container . 

[ 1068 ] 19. The protection storage unit according to one of 
the above - mentioned items further comprising 
[ 1069 ] an electric fence being provided around the 

storage unit and being adapted for preventing animals 
from accessing the storage unit . 

[ 1070 ] [ Item list 11 , UAV Module ] 
[ 1071 ] 1. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) module 

comprising 
[ 1072 ] a UAV that comprises at least one propeller for 
moving the UAV , and an electrical power source for 
energizing the propeller and 

[ 1073 ] a storage unit according to one of the above 
mentioned items for enclosing the UAV . 

[ 1074 ] [ Item list 12 , Network of Objects ] 
[ 1075 ] 1. A network of objects , 

[ 1076 ] each object comprising a sensor and a commu 
nication device , the communication device is provided 
for 
[ 1077 ] receiving data from at least one other object 
and / or from its sensor , and 

[ 1078 ] sending the data to another object , wherein at 
least one object is provided by an Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle ( UAV ) . 

[ 1079 ] Although the above description contains much 
specificity , this should not be construed as limiting the scope 
of the embodiments but merely providing illustration of the 
foreseeable embodiments . The above stated advantages of 
the embodiments should not be construed especially as 
limiting the scope of the embodiments but merely to explain 
possible achievements if the described embodiments are put 
into practice . Thus , the scope of the embodiments should be 
determined by the claims and their equivalents , rather than 
by the examples given . 

REFERENCE NUMBERS 

[ 1080 ] 1 , 1 , 1 " UAV protection storage device 
[ 1081 ] 2 , 2 ' , 2 " Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
[ 1082 ] 4 , 4 , 4 " UAV battery 
[ 1083 ] 5 solar cell circuit 
[ 1084 ] 6 , 6 ' , 6 " fuel cell 
[ 1085 ] 7 electrical resistor 
[ 1086 ] 8 , 8 ' diode 
[ 1087 ] 10 , 10 ' enclosure box 
[ 1088 ] 11 , 11 ' , 11 " first sliding cover 
[ 1089 ] 12 , 12 ' , 12 " second sliding cover 
[ 1090 ] 14 , 14 ' , 14 " weather sensor 
[ 1091 ] 15 , 15 , 15 " external movement sensor 
[ 1092 ] 16 , 16 ' , 16 " first solar cell unit 
[ 1093 ] 17 , 17 " , 17 " second solar cell unit 
[ 1094 ] 20 , 20 ' scissor lift assembly 
( 1095 ] 30 , 30 " UAV platform 
[ 1096 ] 30a landing platform 
[ 1097 ] 30a - 1 slot 
[ 1098 ] 31 , 31 " beacon unit 
[ 1099 ] 32 , 32 " wireless charging unit 
[ 1100 ] 34 solar cell circuit 
[ 1101 ] 40 , 40 ' , 40 " vibration sensor and mercury switch 
assembly 

[ 1102 ] 50 , 50 ' , 50 " central control unit 
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[ 1103 ] 60 , 60 , 60 " electrical energy storage 
[ 1104 ] 62 single - pole , single - throw switch 
[ 1105 ] 63 double - pole , single - throw switch 
[ 1106 ] 70 , 70 ' , 70 " communication unit 
[ 1107 ] 71 , 71 ' , 71 " GPS tracker unit 
[ 1108 ] 72a parcel 
[ 1109 ] 72b parcel 
[ 1110 ] 72c parcel 
[ 1111 ] 720 parcel 
[ 1112 ] 72e parcel 
[ 1113 ] 80 " cable spool 
[ 1114 ] 81 " shielded electrical supply line 
[ 1115 ] 113 movable middle cover 
[ 1116 ] 118 enclosure lower compartment 
[ 1117 ] 119 enclosure upper compartment 
[ 1118 ] 120a first scissor lift assembly 
[ 1119 ] 120b second scissor lift assembly 
[ 1120 ) 121 enclosure compartment divider 
[ 1121 ] 122a first opening 
[ 1122 ] 1225 second opening 
[ 1123 ] 123 lower first conveyor 
[ 1124 ] 124 lower second conveyor 
[ 1125 ] 125 upper first conveyor 
[ 1126 ] 126 upper second conveyor 
[ 1127 ] 127 inter - conveyor parcel manipulator 
[ 1128 ] 128a first conveyor - to - UAV parcel manipulator 
[ 1129 ] 128b second conveyor - to - UAV parcel manipu 

lator 
[ 1130 ] 130 UAV platform 
[ 1131 ] 131 beacon unit 
[ 1132 ] 132 wireless charging unit 
[ 1133 ] 133 aperture 
[ 1134 ] 200 UAV assembly 
[ 1135 ] 201 UAV protection storage device 
[ 1136 ] 202 UAV 
[ 1137 ] 204 battery 
[ 1138 ] 215 tethering assembly 
[ 1139 ] 222 rotor motor 
[ 1140 ] 230 UAV force sensor 
[ 1141 ] 240 storage device cable spool assembly 
[ 1142 ] 250 central control unit 
[ 1143 ] 260 electrical energy storage 
[ 1144 ] 270 wind sensor 
[ 1145 ] 280 cable 
[ 1146 ] 300 cable spool 
[ 1147 ] 305 spool motor 
[ 1148 ] 310 spool rotational sensor 
[ 1149 ] 320 spool bracket 
[ 1150 ] 325 spool force sensor 
[ 1151 ] 330 mounting plate 
[ 1152 ] 350 force sensor 
[ 1153 ] 360 strain gauge 
[ 1154 ] 370 metal plate 
[ 1155 ] 380 force attachment area 
[ 1156 ] 400 beacon unit 
[ 1157 ] 410 light module 
[ 1158 ] 420 camera module 
[ 1159 ] 430 infrared light source 
[ 1160 ] 440 visible light source 
[ 1161 ] 455 cover plate 
[ 1162 ] 460 opening 
[ 1163 ] 470 infrared camera 
[ 1164 ] 480 visible light camera 
[ 1165 ] 500 graph 

[ 1166 ] 550 light pattern 
[ 1167 ] 560 UAV alignment unit 
[ 1168 ] 563a alignment plate 
[ 1169 ] 563b alignment plate 
[ 1170 ] 565a sliding mechanism 
[ 1171 ] 565b sliding mechanism 
[ 1172 ] 567a alignment plate 
[ 1173 ] 567b alignment plate 
[ 1174 ] 569a sliding mechanism 
[ 1175 ] 569b sliding mechanism 
[ 1176 ] 572 UAV alignment unit 
[ 1177 ] 574 inclined outer wall 
[ 1178 ] 576 landing pad 
[ 1179 ] 580 UAV alignment unit 
[ 1180 ] 582 moveable outer wall 
[ 1181 ] 584 landing pad 
[ 1182 ] 590 UAV position detector unit 
[ 1183 ] 592 landing platform 
[ 1184 ] 595 weight sensor 
[ 1185 ] 600 cover 
[ 1186 ] 602 enclosure box 
[ 1187 ] 604 first UAV 594 
[ 1188 ] 606 second UAV 596 
( 1189 ) 607 opening 
[ 1190 ] 610 cover 
[ 1191 ] 612 rotatable lid 
[ 1192 ] 614 covering part 
[ 1193 ] 616 side part 
[ 1194 ] 620 cover 
[ 1195 ] 622 movable lid 
[ 1196 ] 624 horizontal part 
[ 1197 ] 626 vertical part 
[ 1198 ] 630 surveillance cameras 
[ 1199 ] 632 UAV protection storage device 
[ 1200 ) 635 external camera 
[ 1201 ) 637 internal camera 
[ 1202 ] 640 weed killer sprayer 
[ 1203 ] 642 UAV protection storage device 
[ 1204 ) 650 electric fence 
[ 1205 ) 655 UAV protection storage device 
[ 1206 ] 660 network 
[ 1207 ] 662 computer server 
[ 1208 ] 662 terminal 
[ 1209 ] 664 cloud connection 
[ 1210 ) 667 wearable device 
[ 1211 ] 667S sensor 
[ 1212 ] 669 fixed Internet device 
[ 1213 ] 669S sensor 
[ 1214 ] 670 UAV assembly 
[ 1215 ] 672 UAV protection storage device 
[ 1216 ] 674 UAV 
[ 1217 ] 674S sensor 
[ 1218 ] 700 UAV storage box 
[ 1219 ] 700a UAV storage box 
[ 1220 ] 710 communication module 
[ 1221 ] 710a communication module 
[ 1222 ] 711 container 
[ 1223 ] 712 inclined lid 
[ 1224 ] 715 solar panel 
[ 1225 ] 718 weather sensor 
[ 1226 ] 721 antenna 
[ 1227 ] 723 controller unit 
[ 1228 ] 727 modem unit 
[ 1229 ] 730 UAV hangar modules 
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[ 1230 ] 730a UAV hangar modules 
[ 1231 ] 7305 UAV hangar modules 
[ 1232 ) 731 beacon unit 
[ 1233 ] 735 battery pack 
[ 1234 ] 740 container 
[ 1235 ) 740a container 
[ 1236 ] 740b container 
[ 1237 ] 741 fixed side panel 
[ 1238 ] 742 movable side panel 
[ 1239 ] 742b movable side panel 
[ 1240 ] 745 magnetic lock 
[ 1241 ] 747 magnets 
[ 1242 ] 749 armature plate 
[ 1243 ] 760 power storage module 
[ 1244 ] 760a power storage module 
[ 1245 ] 762 power storage container 
[ 1246 ] 762a power storage container 
[ 1247 ] 765 battery unit 
[ 1248 ] 766 data or power connectors 
[ 1249 ] 766a data or power connectors 
[ 1250 ] 768 fuel cell unit 
[ 1251 ] 770 extension and retraction mechanism 
[ 1252 ] 771 fuel tank 
[ 1253 ] 773 movable slide rail actuator 
[ 1254 ] 775 rotary actuator 
[ 1255 ] 778 first elongated arm 
[ 1256 ] 779 second elongated arm 
[ 1257 ] 782 first telescopic slide rail 
[ 1258 ] 784 rail member 
[ 1259 ] 786 rail member 
[ 1260 ] 788 rail member 
[ 1261 ] 790 UAV landing platform 
[ 1262 ] 790b UAV landing platform 
[ 1263 ] 792 first landing unit 
[ 1264 ] 795 landing surface 
[ 1265 ] 796 landing surface 
[ 1266 ] 882 second telescopic slide rail 
[ 1267 ] 892 second landing unit 
[ 1268 ] 895 landing surface 
[ 1269 ] 896 landing surface 
[ 1270 ] 900 landing and docking system 
[ 1271 ] 903 UAV landing platform 
[ 1272 ] 908 UAV 
[ 1273 ] 911 receptacle 
[ 1274 ] 911-1 receptacle 
[ 1275 ] 911-2 receptacle 
[ 1276 ] 913a trapezium plate 
[ 1277 ] 913a - 1 trapezium plate 
[ 1278 ] 913a - 2 trapezium plate 
[ 1279 ] 913b trapezium plate 
[ 1280 ] 913b - 1 trapezium plate 
[ 1281 ] 913b - 2 trapezium plate 
[ 1282 ] 913c trapezium plate 
[ 1283 ] 913c - 1 trapezium plate 
[ 1284 ] 913C - 2 trapezium plate 
[ 1285 ] 913d trapezium plate 
[ 1286 ] 913d - 1 trapezium plate 
[ 1287 ] 913d - 2 trapezium plate 
[ 1288 ] 915 supporting stand 
[ 1289 ] 917 arm 
[ 1290 ) 906 leg 
[ 1291 ] 920 electrical power connector 
[ 1292 ) 921 polarity control circuit 
[ 1293 ] 922 electrical power pin 

[ 1294 ] 925-1 UAV landing platform 
[ 1295 ] 930 landing system 
[ 1296 ] 931 UAV 
[ 1297 ] 932 UAV protection storage device 
[ 1298 ] 933 ground flight transmitter 
[ 1299 ] 936 UAV flight receiver 
[ 1300 ] 938 flight controller 
[ 1301 ] 940 wind speed sensor 
[ 1302 ] 942 wind direction sensor 
[ 1303 ] 944 camera 
[ 1304 ] 946 flight instruction transmitter 
[ 1305 ] 950 wireless UAV flight instruction receiver 
[ 1306 ] 951 beacon unit 
[ 1307 ] 952 UAV controller 
1. A storage unit for an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , 

the storage unit comprising : 
a container for enclosing the UAV ; 
a moveable UAV landing platform ; and 
a UAV alignment unit configured to push the UAV on the 

movable UAV landing platform to a predetermined 
landing area of the moveable UAV landing platform . 

2. The storage unit of claim 1 , wherein the UAV alignment 
unit comprises a positional detector for determining a posi 
tion of the UAV on the UAV landing platform . 

3. The storage unit of claim 2 , wherein the positional 
detector comprising a weight sensor . 

4. The storage unit of claim 1 , wherein the UAV alignment 
unit comprises at least one of a group consisting of at least 
one plate for pushing the UAV , at least two fixed inclined 
walls for guiding the UAV , and at least two moveable 
inclined walls for guiding the UAV to the predetermined 
landing area . 

5. The storage unit of claim 1 , wherein the UAV landing 
platform provides a landing position and a storing position , 
wherein : 

in the landing position , the UAV landing platform is 
positioned for the UAV to land and to take - off , and 

in the storing position , the UAV landing platform is 
positioned inside the container . 

6. The storage unit of claim 1 , wherein the UAV alignment 
unit comprises a first alignment plate , a second alignment 
plate , a first sliding mechanism , and a second sliding mecha 
nism . 

7. The storage unit of claim 6 , wherein : 
a first side of the first sliding mechanism is coupled to the 
UAV landing platform and a second side of the first 
sliding mechanism is coupled to the first alignment 
plate ; and 

a first side of the second sliding mechanism is coupled to 
the UAV landing platform and a second side of the 
second sliding mechanism is coupled to the second 
alignment plate . 

8. The storage unit of claim 6 , wherein the first alignment 
plate is oriented at a right angle relative to the second 
alignment plate . 

9. The storage unit of claim 6 , wherein the UAV alignment 
unit is configurable in a resting position and an alignment 
position . 

10. The storage unit of claim 9 , wherein : 
the UAV landing platform defines outer parts and an inner 

area ; 
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in the resting position , the first and second sliding mecha 
nisms move the first and second alignment plates 
towards the outer parts and away from the inner area ; 
and 

in the alignment position , the first and second sliding 
mechanisms move the first and second alignment plates 
towards the inner area . 

11. The storage unit of claim 6 , wherein : 
the first alignment plate is one of a pair of first alignment 

plates ; 
the pair of first alignment plates are oriented parallel to 

one another ; 
the second alignment plate is one of a pair of second 

alignment plates , and 
the pair of second alignment plates are oriented parallel to 

one another . 
12. The storage unit of claim 1 , wherein the UAV align 

ment unit comprises a pair of inclined outer walls coupled to 
a landing pad of the UAV landing platform , the inclined 
outer walls configured to guide the UAV to the landing pad . 

13. The storage unit of claim 1 , wherein the UAV align 
ment unit comprises a pair of movable outer walls pivotably 
coupled to a landing pad of the UAV landing platform . 

14. A method of operating a storage unit for an Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle ( UAV ) , the method comprising : 

providing the storage unit comprising a container for 
enclosing the UAV , a moveable UAV landing platform , 
and a UAV alignment unit ; 

landing the UAV on the UAV landing platform ; and 
moving the UAV on the UAV landing platform with the 
UAV alignment unit to a predetermined landing area of 
the UAV landing platform . 

15. The method of claim 14 , further comprising detecting 
a position of the UAV on the UAV landing platform with a 
positional detector of the UAV alignment unit . 

16. The method of claim 15 , wherein the positional 
detector comprises a weight sensor . 

17. The method of claim 14 , wherein moving the UAV on 
the UAV landing platform with the UAV alignment unit to 
the predetermined landing area of the UAV landing platform 
comprises moving a first alignment plate and a second 
alignment plate of the UAV alignment unit towards an inner 
area of the UAV landing platform . 

18. The method of claim 17 , wherein moving the first 
alignment plate and the second alignment plate of the UAV 
alignment unit towards the inner area of the UAV landing 
platform comprises moving the first alignment plate with a 
first sliding mechanism of the UAV alignment unit and 
moving the second alignment plate with a second sliding 
mechanism of the UAV alignment unit . 

19. The method of claim 14 , wherein moving the UAV on 
the UAV landing platform with the UAV alignment unit to 
the predetermined landing area of the UAV landing platform 
comprises guiding the UAV towards a landing pad of the 
UAV landing platform with an inclined outer wall of the 
UAV alignment unit . 

20. The method of claim 19 , wherein the inclined outer 
wall is pivoably coupled to the landing pad , and wherein 
guiding the UAV towards the landing pad of the UAV 
landing platform with the inclined outer wall comprises 
pivoting the inclined outer wall relative the landing pad . 


